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A. C. Corcoran, 1919
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness,
Where the Tigers play;
Here the sons of dear old Clemson,
Reign supreme a lways.
Chorus

Dear old Clemson, we wil l triump h
And with all our might,
That the Tiger's roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
We will dream of greater conquests
For our past is grand,
And her sons have fought and conquered
Every foreign land.

Where the mountai ns smile in gra nde ur
O'er the hil l and dale
Here the Tiger lair is nestling
Swept by storm and gale .

We are brothers strong in ma nhood
For we work and strive;
And our Alma Mater reigneth
Ever in our lives .
( W hen t his so n g is pl aye d or sung a l stud e nt ga th e rings or on oth e r

occa sio ns al l will stand with hea ds un covered . )
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TO CLEMSON

The Young M en's Christian Association of Clemson College
welcomes you, the Clemson College Student Body of 1956-57.
We, the editors, present this handbook to you in hopes that
you might find in it a source of valuable information in your
Spiritual, Physical, and M ental fulfillment while here at Clemson.
On the following pages helpful information will be found
concerning matters of College Administration, School s, Religiou s
Activities, Extra-Curricula, Athletics, and other information useful
to the student.
The Y. M. C. A. of the College function s as a serv ice to you,
the student. We hope that this handbook will enlighten you as
to the variou s opportunities that our sc hool offers.
Good Luck and God Bless You.
HEYWARD RAMSEY
Editor

GENE DEMPSEY
Feature Editor

DICKY BALLENGER
Co-Editor

FRANCIS HOLLADAY
Picture Editor

CAROL HUGHES
Business Manager

Bl LL ALLGOOD
Picture Editor

NEIL PH1LLIPS
Associate Feature Editor

NASH GR.A Y
Advi sor

202066

DEDICATION
It is with great pleasure that we, the Y. M. C. A. Handbook
Staff, ded icate this handbook to one of Clemson's most outstanding mini ste rs, the Rev. George R. Cannon, pastor of
Clemson Me thodi st Church. Mr. Cannon is a graduate of
Wofford College and Candler School of Theology, Emory
University. He has served pastorates in Landrum, Saluda and
Columbia, and is now serving as ministe r of Clemson Methodist Church and director of the Clemson Wesley Foundation.
Mr. Cannon's outstanding work as both pastor and stude nt
counse lor has been an inspi ration to many Clemson stude nts
at the Methodist Church, at the "Y", and on the campus.
It is for this reason that he is held in high esteem by all
Clemson men, and that we honor him at this time dedicating
this handbook to what he is and what he has done for
Clemson.
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GREETINGS FROM THE PRESIDENT
I take this opportunity to welcome you to Clemson College.
I hope the 1956-195 7 session will be pleasant and profitable
for each of you and that in future years you will remember
the days with pleasure and pride.
Academic work at Clemson is schedu led to meet the needs
of the students and through this work knowledge is gained
which leads to a degree. In addition to academic work we
recognize the importance of other activities-athletics, religious training, and social and cultural development. Training in
these fields is necessa ry if an individual is to become a
well-rounded and well-adju sted individual.
I wish to commend to each of you the splendid work of
the Young Men's Christi an Association. For years this organization has played an important part in the religious life of
Clemson students and I urge you to join the Association and
take an active part in the work while you are here.
R. F. POOLE, President.
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A NOTE FROM THE DEAN
It always gives me pleasure to welcome new students and
the return of former students to the campus.
The office of student affairs is responsible for all student
welfare and discipline as well as supervising all activities
affecting students which support the academic program.
Specifically, this office manages an integrated organization
to include all areas which affect the extra curricula life of the
st udent; develops regulations which govern all st udents;
directs the administration of admissions and the ma in tenance
of student records; supervises the athletic program and student health se rvice; directs student counseling services; provides a central student aid and placement service; coordinates
the R. 0. T. C. program and represents the college administration to the students and the st udent requirements and
needs to the administration.
We recognize the importance of religion, athletics, music,
and social graces in a sou nd education. Through the
Y. M. C. A. and the campus churches, you will find a wonderful program of fellowship, counseling and worship.
All of the above activities go with the strong academic
and technical program at Clemson to provide a fine education.
We urge you to take full advantage of the services and
opportun ities which are yours.
I sha ll look forward to personally working with each of you .
WALTER COX,
Dean of Student Affairs.
[4
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TO THE FRESHMAN
The twenty-six different major courses of study leading to
bachelor's degrees and the two two-year pre-professional
programs offered at Clemson College present to Clemson
students a wide variety of opportunities. To these educational opportunities which are the basic reason for your
coming to college, we welcome you.
From the very beginning of your college career I would
urge you to determine to get from your training here the
best that is offered. For the new students this will mean,
especially at the beginning, taking advantage of all available
assistance, for college brings responsibilities and demands not
experienced in high school. Assistance is available for any
who will take it. All deans, department heads, and faculty
members stand ready to help students at all times. I would
especially recommend to freshmen that they counsel frequently with their faculty advisers.
Best wishes to all for a good year.
F. M. KINARD,
Dean of the College.

[s l

SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

The School of Agriculture is composed of three main divisions: Resident Teaching, Research (Agricultural Experiment
Station), and Extension (Agricultural Extension Service).
Organized under the division of Resident Teaching are cu,riculums in Agricultural Economics, Agricultural Engineering,
Agronomy, Animal Husbandry, Dairying, Entomology, Horticulture, Poultry, Vocational Agricultural Education, Pre-Forestry and Pre-Veterinary Medicine . The curriculum in Agricultural Engineering is jointly administered by the School of
Agriculture and the School of Engineering. The Dean of
Agriculture is Dr . M. D. Farrar, and the Director of Agricultural Teaching is Dr. J. W. Jones.

The School of Engineering, under the supervision of Dean
James H. Sams, offers curricula leading to the Bachelor's
degree in Agricultural Engineering, Architecture, Ceramic
Engineering, Chemical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering and Mechanical Engineering. It also offers
the work for the Master's degree in several of the above fields.
The School of Engineering is housed in Riggs Hall, Olin Hall,
the Engineering Shop Building, and five temporary structures
which were erected by the Government after World War II.
T_h~ departments of the school are well equipped with prec1s1on laboratory apparatus and instruments for instruction in
their fields. The Ceramic Engineering laboratories which were
equipped by the Olin Foundation in 1953 have the finest
collection of precision equipment of any ceramic engineering
departmen in the country.
The curricula are of the highest standards and are so
recognized by the na ional accrediting agencies.

THE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
The School of Arts and Sciences, directed by Dr. H. L.
Hunter as Dean, occupies a unique position in the college
since it furnishes the basic education required of all students
at Clemson. As a result, every Clemson graduate has a good
foundation in the humanities, the social sciences, and the
physical sciences, so necessary for a well-rounded individual.
In addition many of the courses offered serve as as the buildirg blocks for more advanced work in specialized fields.
Major curricula leading to the B.S . degree are offered in
the following fields: Arts and Sciences, Chemistry, Education,
Industrial Education, Industrial Management, Industrial Physics,
and Pre-Medicine. In addition graduate work leading to the
M.S. degree is offered in several of these fields.

THE SCHOOL OF TEXTILES
Clemson's three curricula in textiles cover almost every
phase of cloth manufacture from the processing of the raw
material to the completion of the finished product. Within
the . scope of textile manufacturing, textile engineering, or
textile chemistry you will find the training to prepare you
for that phase which interests you most. Each of these curricula, directed by Dr. H. M. Brown as Dean, combines
detailed technical training with sound liberal education to
give you a broad background for a successful career in the
textile field.
[6
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WHOM TO SEE AT CLEMSON
COLLEGE

STUDENT AFFAIRS

POOLE, R. F., President . . . . .
10 Tillman Hall
METZ, G. E., Assistant to the President
12 Tillman Hall
KINARD, F. M., Dean of the College .
28 Tillman Hall
BROWN, H. M., Dean, School of Textile s . 129 Sirrine Hall
HUNTER, H. L., Dean, School of Arts and Sciences114 Chemistry
SAMS, J. H., Dean, School of Engineering . l l O Rigg s Hall
FARRAR, M. D., Dean, School of Agriculture. 112 Long Hall
DOUGLASS, COL. G. A., PMS& T . . . . Physics Bldg.
TULL, COL. L. H., PAS&T . . . . . . . Sirrine Hall
GOURLAY, J. W. G., Director of Li brary . . . Library

COX, W. T., Dean of Student Affairs . . . Student Center
VICKERY, K. N., Registrar . . .
19 Tillman Hall
COOPER, J. R., Director of Student Center . Student Center
HOLTZENDORFF, P. B., Y. M. C. A. General SecretaryY. M. C. A.
HOWARD, F. J., Athletic Director . . . . . Field House
HUGHES, D. G., Director, Student Aid and
Placement . . . . . . . . . . . Student Center
MILFORD, L. W., Director of Student Health .. Hospital
ST ALL, A. N ., Student Body President
Student Center
BALLENGER, I. E., Student Chaplain

. . Student Center

ADMINISTRATION
WILSON, M. A., Comptroller
15 Tillman Hall
WALKER, J. S., Bursar . .
16 Tillman Hall
HILL, H. H., Housing
17 Tillman Hall
DILLARD, F., Laundry Supervi sor
. . . Laundry
FIELD, L. J., Mess Officer . . .
. . Dining Hall
RIMMER, H. W., Dormitory Manager .
. Student Center
WATSON, D. J., Director of Physical PlantBuilding s and Grounds
HINTON, T. N., Chief Accountant . . . . Tillman Hall

PUBLIC RELATIONS
EDWARDS, R. C., Vice-President of DevelopmentTrustee House
SHERMAN, JOE, Alumni and Public Relations
Director . . . . . . . .
Trustee House
DAVIS, RAY, News Bureau . . . . . . Trustee House
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COLLEGE CALENDAR
Thanksg iving Holidays end at IO p. m.
Sun, November 25
Football Game, Furman at Clemson .
. S, December
Special Dance following Furman Game . . S, December
Christmas Holidays begin at noon . .
W, December 19
Christmas Holidays end at 10 p. m. . . . Sun, January 2
Mid-year informal graduation exercises .
S, January 26
Matriculation, new students
M, January 28
Regist ration, new st udents .
W, January 30
Matriculati on and Registration, former st udentsTh, January 31
. . . . F, February
Classes begin . . . . .
TWThF, February 5, 6, 7, 8
Religious Empha sis Week
FS, February 15, 16
Mid-Winter Dances
M, February 4
Concert, Whittemore and Lowe
Concert, Obernkirchen Children's Chorus
M, February 25
. Th, March 7
Concert, Pi ttsburgh Symphony . . .
. W, March 20
Union Services for all Campus Churches
F, S, April 5, 6
Spring Hop . .
. . . .
. Th, April 18
Easter Holidays begin at noon
. M, April 22
Easter Holidays end at 10 p. m.
Board of Visitors
WThF, May 1, 2, 3
Junior-Senior .
FS, May 10, 11
Commencement
Sun, June 2

Matriculation, new stude nts
W, September 5
Registration, new students .
M, September I 0
Matriculation and Registration, former st udentsMT, Setember I 0, 11
Classes begin . . . . . . . . . . W, September 12
Rat Hop . . . . . . . . . . FS, September 21-22
Football Game, P. C. at Clemson . . . S, September 22
Football Game, Univ. of Fla. at Gainesville . S, September 29
Footbal l Game, N. C. State at Raleigh . . S, October 6
Football Game, Wake Forest at Wake Forest. S, October 13
Union Services for all Campus Churches;
Outdoor Theatre . . . . . .
. W, October 17
Concert, Navy Band
F, October 19
State Fair Holidays begin at noon
. W, October 24
Football Game, South Carolina at Columbia . Th, October 25
State Fair Holida ys end at IO p. m.
. Sun, October 28
Homecoming Dances
FS, November 2, 3
Football Game, V. P. I. at Clemson
(Homecoming) . . .
S, November 3
Football Game, Maryland at College Park . S, November 10
F, November 16
Footbal l Game, Miami at Miami . .
Concert, Ballet Russe
F, November 16
Thanksgiving Holidays begin at noon . W, November 21
football Game, Virginia at Clemson . . S, November 24
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HISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS
Clemson College has a heritage that should be cherished
by every individual-student, employee, or friend-who ha s
any connection with the college.

bequest and terms of the will of Th omas G. Clemson, which
set aside the bulk of the Clemson estate fo r the founding of
a sc ientific and technical college. The institution was establi shed under the Morrill Land-Grant Act passed by Congress
in 1862. Therefore Clemson College is the Agricultural and
Mechanical College of South Carolina and is a member of
Land Grant Colleges of America .

It is located on the plantation of the former South Carolina statesman, John C. Calhoun. The property was inherited
by Mr. Calhoun's daughter, Mrs. Thoma s G. Clemson, and
was deeded to the state by Mr. Clemson .

Mr. Clemson was a real benefactor when he attempted to
set up a college of agricultural and of mechanical arts for the
state and hi s concern was not for any monument, but for the
betterment of the people of South Carolina. Thi s is evidenced
by a state ment of hi s which was made in a speec h before
the Oconee Agricultural and Mechanical Society when Mr.
Clemson sa id in part,
"The works of man are finite, of the earth earthy.
Those of the Creator perfect and infinite. Familiarity
with these works, and the laws which are inherent to, and
which govern all matter, coextensive with the universe,
organizes and purifies the mind and elevates the soul
to exalted aspirations. Progre ss is the sp irit of civilization. Stagnation inevitably leads to conquest and death."

The plantation known as Fort Hill was purchased from Mr.
McElhenny, pastor of the Old Stone Church, in 1825. It is
located in the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountain s, with
an elevation of 800 feet above sea level and commands an
excellent view of the mountain s to the north and west, some
of which have an altitude of over five thousand feet.
In 1866 Mr. Clemso n thought of ways to get a College of
Agriculture and Mechanical Arts established in South Carolina. Mr. Clemson thought in terms of a college which would
be greatly beneficial to the farmers of South Carolina, but
was not unmindful of the progress which might be made in
future years, and therefore in hi s will left the suggestion
that the Board of Tru stees would have the power to change
the courses to meet the need in future years.

The College opened in July, 1893 with an enrollment of
446 stude nts. The first graduating exercises were held in
December, 1896 at which time thirty-seven graduated.

Although Mr. Clemso n died in 1888 it was not until 1889
that the General Asse mbly of South Carolina accepted the
[9
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FORT HILL
One of the most interesting of the historic landmarks of South Carolina is located
on the Clemson campus. This tradition-filled place is Fort Hill, the plantation home
of John C. Calhoun, South Carolina's illustrious statesman .
Its tall, white columns and green shutters set it off from the conventional red
brick structures of the college.
The roadways, winding over the rolling green lawns, are bordered by hundreds of
neatly-trimmed English boxwoods, and the slopes are dotted with cedar, dogwood,
holly, sycamore, black walnut, yellow poplar, and other trees typical of this section of
t he United States. Of particular interest are three trees presented to John C.
Calhoun as gifts by friends . One, a hemlock, was given by Daniel Webster; an arborvitae was presented by his friend Henry Clay; also of interest is the varnish tree,
brought as a present from the island of Madagascar by Commodore Stephen Decatur.
Inside the home is preserved an authentic atmosphere typical of that period in
American history. Mos of the original furniture has been retained, and additional
pieces have been added by the U. D. C. and interested persons.
Included in the furnishings is a sideboard made from the panelings of the officers'
quarters of "Old Ironsides," a famous Revolutionary frigate. The sideboard was given
by Henry Clay as a present following one of Calhoun's famous speeches defending
the Constitution.
The original kitchen, torn down when the college was built, is reproduced in
authentic style . The traditional open fireplace, ovens, and cooking utensils of that
period are included .
Also preserved is Calhoun's study, which is entirely separa e from the house.
Here, no doubt, he planned many of his historic speeches,
One of the highlights of the history of the old home was the marriage of Anna
Marie Calhoun, daughter of the statesman, to Thomas G. Clemson on November 13,
1838 .
The state division of the U. D. C. and Clemson College are now in charge of the
upkeep of the building.
[ 10 l

Y. M. C. A.
Personally and on behalf of the officers and the Y. M. C. A.
Cabinet, I welcome you to Clemson College and to the
Clemson Y. M. C. A. During the next four years you will
meet many new people and take on many new activities. I
trust that you will be a true Clemson Country Gentleman while
you are here.

(j)
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OF SOUTH CAROLINA

The Clemson Y. M. C. A. has much to offer you. There are
many activities that you can participate in a Clemson, but
none will mean more to you than the Y. M. C. A., if you will
take an active part. The Y. M. C. A. program is set up with
the Y. M. C. A. Officers-President, Vice-President, and Secretary, the Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, and he four Y. M. C. A.
Councils. Many Clemson students have found in these posi tions, a field of service . They have distinguished themselves
while at Clemson and have gone out into life to bring honor
upon themselves and Clemson by their Christian living and
influence. I trust that wou will take an active part in the
Clemson Y. M. C. A. and its program.
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If at any time, I or any of the "Y" Officers can help you,
do not hesitate to call on us. Good luck to you, and we
hope to have the opportunity to work with you.
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Y. M. C. A. OFFICERS 1956-1957
STUDENT Y. M. C. A. OBJECTIVES
JOHN HENRY TURNER
President

"To Lead students to Faith in God through Jesus Christ."
"To Lead them into membership and service in the Chrisian Church."
"To promote their growth in Christian Faith and Character
especially through the study of the Bible and Prayer."
"To influence them to devote themselves in united effort
with all Christians to making the will of Christ effective in
human society and lo extending the Kingdom of God
throughout the World."

DICK BALLENGER
Vice• President

HEYWARD RAMSEY
Recording Secretary

Without the cooperation of he students themselves, this
purpose cannot be realized and all work of the Y. M. C. A.
is in vain. There are no problems so big that some member
of the Y. M. C. A. staff, cabinet, or councils will not try to
help anyone with. The Y. M. C. A. belongs to the students of
Clemson-so use i and let it use you.

[ 12 J

Y. M. C. A. STAFF
MR. P. B. HOLTZENDORFF, JR., a graduate of the University of
Georgia, has served the Clemson College Y. M. C. A. as General
Secretary for the past forty years .
He has rendered invaluable help to the College and the community.
Hi s serv ices continue to be of the greatest inspiration to all with
whom he comes in contact.
MR. J. ROY COOPER, Associate Secretary of the Y. M. C. A. and
Director of the Student Center, is a graduate of Clemson and has
been on the staff since 1927 . Mr. Cooper has the distinction of
organ izing the first freshman Y. M. C. A. Council at Clemson.

P. B. HOLTZEN DORFF, JR.

J. R. R. COOPE·R

General Secretary

Associat e S ec re tary

MR. NASH N. GRAY, Ass istant Secretary of the Y. M. C. A., is a
graduate of Clemson College. He se rve s the Y. M. C. A. in the
capacity of business administrator.
MISS BOBBIE PALMER looks after the various phases of the
Y. M. C. A. work involved in the office. She is an efficient secretary,
helping with council and stud ent groups.

[ 13
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NASH N. GRAY

MISS BOBBIE PALM ER

Assistant Secretary

Office Secretary

CLEMSON COLLEGE Y. M. C. A.
1956-57 Y. M. C. A. CABINET

1956-57 Y. M. C. A. ADVISORY BOARD

JOHN H. TURNER

President

DICKY BALLENGER

Vice-President

HEYWARD RAMSEY
BILL ALLGOOD

DR. R. F. POOLE, Ex-Officio
B. D. CLOANINGER
JOE LINDSAY, JR.

Secretary
LARRY MAHAFFEY

HARRY BOLICK

HUGH McLAURIN

ANDREW CROSS

BILL NETTLES

BILL DUBOSE

WESTON NEW

FRANCIS HOLLADAY

.

. .

. President of College

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

G. H. AULL

F. M. KINARD

H. M. BROWN

WILLIS KING

WALTER COX

R. F. KOLB

S. B. EARLE

R. L. STODDARD

T. A. FOLGER

H. J. WEBB

NEIL PHILLIPS

0. B. GARRISON

T. B. YOU NG

CAROL HUGHES

JOHN SPEARMAN

J. A. HENRY

DICK LEE

NEWTON STALL

BILL LINTON

JOE TAYLOR

FRANK LUNDY

JIMMY RICHARDSON

P. B. HOLTZENDORFF, JR.
Ex-Officio
J. H. TURNER
Ex-Officio
S. M. MARTIN
Honorary Life Member
[ 14 J

Chairman

Vice -Chairman

THE HISTORY OF THE YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
It would be impossible to determine the value and Christian influence exerted by the Clemso n College Young Men' s
Christian Association, which was organized in 1894. Officers
and cabinet members and others affiliated with the "Y" have
and are continuing to spread their Christian influence across
South Carolina and the nation.

the Faculty of the College. The President of the College and
the President and Secretary of the Y. M. C. A. are ex-officio
members of the Advisory Board. In granting $50,000.00 for
the Y. M. C. A. building, one of the stipulations set forth by
Mr. Rockefeller was that internal management of the building would be under the control of an Advisory Board of
Chri stia n men elected by the said Association, in the nu mber
and capacities outlined above.

When first organized, the membership was extremely small,
850, and all meeting s were held in the College chapel. The
need for a "Y" building soon became apparent. At the
request of Clemson's Preside nt, the late Dr. W. M. Riggs,
Mr. John D. Rockefeller made a grant of $50,000.00 for a
Y. M. C. A. building on the campus. The understanding was
that the college and its friends would raise at least an additional $25,000.00. These funds were finally secured and the
cornerstone for the present Y. M. C. A. building was laid at
Commencement in 1915 and the doors were officially opened
January 1, 1916.

Even though thousands of men have assisted in the programs
of the Clemson Y. M. C. A., the prime mover has been its
efficient, loyal, Christian leader,
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr., who
ha s served as General Secretary
since 1917. Perhaps no man or
employee of Clemson College
has been more closely associated with students of the College and has meant as much to
them as Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff,
Jr.

The Y. M. C. A. is represented student-wise by our councils.
The cabinet is made up of outstanding members from the
four councils . The advi sory board is composed of two businessmen not in the employment of the College, two members
of the Board of Trustees of the College and five members of

B. D. CLOANING ER,
Chairman Advisory Board.

[ 15
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THE WORK OF THE ASSOCIATION
Visitors from many universities and colleges have expressed
astonishment at the inclusiveness of the work of the Clemson
College Young Men's Christian Association.
In years past the Clemson Y. M. C. A. has been one of the
unifying factors in student and community life, and now that
the Student Center is a reality the "Y" has been asked to
assist in the total program of the college to the extent of
having Mr. Roy Cooper, the Associate Secretary of the
Y. M. C. A., serve as Director of the Student Center. In this
capacity he has assisted in coordinating the work and services
of the presidents of the many campus groups and organizations and hos assisted materially in helping with the student
service .
While the primary purpose of the Y. M. C. A. is to foster
and promo e the religious, social, and recreational programs
for the students and the people of he community, in reality
the "Y" serves as a community center and quite a number
of people, groups, and organizations of this and neighboring
communities use the Y. M. C. A. Building.
Extensive renovations and changes are planned for the
Clemson College Y. M. C. A. According to present plans
these are to be effected during he summer months. It is
hoped that they will be completed for he September term
of school. This includes renovation of the lobby and club
room s, moving the game room o the basement, and airconditioning the auditorium, the main lobby, and some of
the club rooms. Ouite a number of other repairs and improvements are contemplated, also we expect to purchase some
new furniture for the building.

Some time ago a new television set was purchased by the
Y. M. C. A. This was due in a large measure to contributions from Mr. Tom A. Folger of Central, Mr. 0. F. Covington
of Clio, Rev. George Cannon of Clemson, Mr. P. 8. Holtzendorff, Jr. of the "Y" Staff, and a number of other friends.
We hope that many friends will enjoy the use of this TV set.
The Sunday night Vesper programs are open to the public.
While these are primarily for students and young folk, many
of the speakers and leaders have appeal to people in all
walks of life. The Clemson deputation group from the "Y"
Cabinet and groups from the various "Y" Councils preser.l
programs at neighboring schools, churches, and colleges.
Clemson is well represented at the state training conference.
The President of the Clemson College Y. M. C. A., Mr. John
Henry Turner, Jr., of Marion, is the president for the training
conference which is to be held at Camp Long in October,
1956. Mr. Roy Cooper, Associate Secretary of the Y. M. C. A.,
is advisor for this training conference group.
Through the Evening Wa ch groups, the Forum groups,
and by means of numerous social and recreational activities,
he Y. M. C. A. at Clemson strives to reach practically every
studen in college. In addition to this we have literally
hundreds of high school boys and girls who use the building
on weekends, during vacation periods, and during the su mmer months. Students are cordially invited to take an active
part in the Y. M. C. A. program and to contribute toward
the many phases of the work, both locally and on a national
and world-wide basis.
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COUNCILS AND CABINET

Gray is advisor for the Junior Council. Mr. Holtzendorff is
advisor for the Senior Council and fo r the "Y" Cabinet, composed of jun iors and seniors, most of whom have had active
part in councils prior to their election to the Cab inet.

While the Clemson College Y. M. C. A. has a number of
faculty folk and people of the community who are members,
the largest portion of the membership is composed of college
students.
You are invited to work with the Freshman, Sophomore,
Junior, and Senior Y. M. C. A. Councils and a number of
those who are most active are invited to work with the
Cabinet and to serve as Forum leaders, Evening Watch
leaders, and members of numerous committees. You are
urged to contact the following presidents of the councils:
Weston New, President of the Senior "Y" Council; Chester
Reeves, President of the Junior "Y" Council; or Gregory
White, President of the Sophomore "Y" Council, for membership in these groups. The President of the Freshman "Y"
Council will be selecled in September. Numerous students,
faculty folk, campus ministers, and others are asked to recommend students for the nucleus of this Freshman Council. Also
a number of boys who attend the pre-school orientation camp
are asked to serve on this council and to help with its
organization.
The councils are organized for the purpose of Christian
growth and fellowship among studen s of he different
ch urches and denominations of the campus and many of the
activities and services of these councils are initiated by some
of t he members and effectuated by the entire council.
Each council has an adult advisor or sponsor for the group.
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, General Secretary of the Y. M. C. A.,
is advisor for the Freshman Council for 1956-57; Mr. J. R.
Cooper is advisor for the Sophomore Council; and Mr. N. N.

MEMBERSHIP
Practically all of the students at Clemson are eligible to
become members of the Clemson College Y. M. C. A. You
may become an active member which is, as the name implies,
a person who takes active interest in the spiritual and physical
services of the Association, or you may become an associate
member by agreeing to the purpose of the Y. M. C. A. and
by expressing your interest in its work and service.
You probably want to have building privileges and these
are included for active and associate members . They are also
available for the students who come to Clemson and who wish
to use the "Y" Building. This is particularly true of the nine
months from September to June . Special arrangements may
be made for those who wish to use the Y. M. C. A. Swimming
Pool during the summer months.
For many years the "Y" sponsored intramural sports and,
while this is conducted by the Athletic Association now, the
"Y" still has some e9uipment which is available for groups
coming on weekend encampment.
The swimming pool is available for students for special
classes, for training with the freshman and varsity swimming
teams, and for general use of a recreational nature and just
for fun.
Those who wish membership cards to be used for visiting
privileges at other Y. M. C. A.'s in the Carolinas may secure
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World Service Committee of the Y. M. C. A.; Mr. Hugh E.
Robin son, Clemson '22, Director of the World Service Program for the Southern Area, Mr. Al C. Payne, Clemson '38,
Secretary for he Student Work in the Southern Area; Rev.
Charles }\rrington, former Pa sto r of the Due West Baptist
Church and presently M1nister of the Clemson Baptist Church;
Rev. Wallace Fridy, Clemson '32, Minister of the Washington
Street Methodist Church at Columbia· and Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, 111 , General Secretary of the Y.M.C.A. at Rock Hill
and a delega ion of students from Rock Hill.
We had many good programs prese nted by students from
other schools. One especially good program was presented
by a group of students from Furman University, the principal
talk being given by Miss Katy Katsa rka, a scholarship student
who has made a fine contribution to the student life at
Furman and indeed in this part of the Southeast.
Other good programs have been presented by students
from the University of Tennessee, he University of South
Carolina, Columbia College, Winthrop College, Coker College,
Anderson College, Lander College, Limestone College, Erskine
College, and a number of other sc hools.

these by conferring with some member of the "Y" Cabinet or
by calling at the "Y" office. These membership cards are
usually recognized in many of the Associations in this and in
other lands . During the course of the year we have many
friends who are members of the Y. M. C. A. in almost every
section of the United States as well as people from many
other countries to visit with us and to ask for membership
privileges.
You are urged to support the Y. M. C. A. and to take part
in its activities. The "Y" can mean a great deal to you and
we covet the privilege of being of service to you.

VESPERS
Here students have an opportunity to express themselves
and to take part on the programs. Many are urged to usher,
to serve on programs, and in numerous capacities.
Ouite a number of visitors from other colleges present programs at the Vesper Services. This gives an opportunity for
Clemson students to meet these visiting friends who frequently
represent the highest Christian strata of their particular college or university. Usually a period of fellowship is provided
when the visi ing friends have an opportunity o tell of the
work that is being done by the Christian Association on their
campus and Clemso n students have an opportunity to tell
some of the things that are being done a Clemson and also
to discu ss matters of general interest that are ta ing place
in the state, in the area, and in many Christian Associations
in this and in other lands.
Last year we had the privilege of having, in addition o
the campus ministe rs, men suc h as Mr. Emery Nel son of the

DEPUTATIONS
Perhaps the Clemson Y. M. C. A. is known by rea so n of
unusually good deputation groups that go out to represent
the Y. M. C. A. and he college.
During the past year Lawrence Starkey served as chairman
of this committee. He had able assistance from all of the
members of the "Y" Cabinet, many of whom took part on
these programs many times. Joe Bowen, a ministerial student;
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Dicky Ballenger, vice-president-elect of the Y. M. C. A.; John
Henry Turner, president-elect of the Y. M. C. A. ; Bobby
Arnold, Chaplain and President of the "Y"; and Dick Elliott,
member of the "Y" Cabinet and Chairman of the Forum
groups and Assistant Chaplain of the st udent body; were
some of the men who were very active in this group . Al so
Heyward Ram sey, Harry Bolick, Tommy Hayden, Perry
Sprawls, Weston New, Neil Phillips, Newton Stall, Joe Taylor,
Jimmy Richardson, Francis Holladay, Bill Allgood, Carol
Hughes, Hugh Mclaurin, and quite a number of others took
active part on these programs.
Frequently schools where they do not have an active
advisor or full-time secretary have expressed appreciation for
help given by the students of Clemson and by the sta ff
members of the "Y". It is a happy privilege to have a part
in the development of these programs and assist in the work
of other associations.
In addition to having a chance to witness for Christ and
to try to be of service in the extension of Hi s Kingdom, the
students have many opportunities to see and visit many other
places of interest and to gain much valuable information.

meeting three and four times per week. Usually the meetings
la st about ten or fifteen minutes. They are led by one of
the students and a brief passage of scripture is read, a brief
comment is made, and the students have opportunity to take
part in voluntary sentence prayer.
The programs vary. Some of the students invite faculty
folk, ministers, and other leaders to meet with them. Some
have a very good plan of inviting a number of outstanding
students to meet with them from time to time. In this way,
they get to know these men better and also to have an
opportunity to grow and develop themselves.
During the pa st year fifteen different groups were organized
with attendance varying from eight students to as many as
sixty or seventy on special occasions. Two groups were
organized for Bible study. These groups are led by students,
one a world war veteran who plans to study for the ministry.

RELIGIOUS EMPHASIS WEEK
Each year there is set aside in the regular program of the
college one week which is designated as Religious Emphasis
Week. The time is usually the first week of the second
se mester because classes are being assigned and students
are not tied up with class work during that week as during
any other week of the college season. There are two main
speake rs brought to the campus. One is for the Protestant
convocation and one is for the Roman Catholic convocation.
These convocations are open to all persons and are scheduled
usually at 11 :00 a. m. Tuesday through Friday. During Religious Empha sis Week the college cooperates with the Religious
Empha sis Committee in every possible way. Classes are

EVENING WATCH AND FORUM GROUPS
The most important ten minutes in a week"Where two or more are
gathered in my name . . "
Math. 18-20
The Evening Watch is a period of meditation with numerous groups being organized. The meeting s are held in the
students' rooms once or twice a week, some of the groups
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shortened each morning so that the period from 11 :00 to
12:00 is free for both students and faculty. The president
of the college, Dr. Poole, sends a letter to each faculty person
urging his cooperation and attendance at the Religious
Empha sis programs. Also during that week no athletic contests are scheduled to be held on the college campus. The
evening program of Religious Emphasis Week includes discussions in the dormitories for students when outside ministers
and laymen are invited to the campus to lead these discussion groups. These groups meet on the dormitory halls and
the discussions last for approximately one hour. Also in the
evening the faculty forum which is open to all members of the
faculty is lead by one of the convocation speakers or by some
other person who is brought in for that purpose. Clemson's
Religious Emphasis Program has been highly praised by those
who have participated in it and the cooperative efforts
of the college, Y. M. C. A., and the local churches have been
the most outstanding feature which helps to produce the
wholesome religious atmosphere at Clemson .

Cooper who has done a wonderful job directing these day
camp programs.
Many ladies of the community have been very cooperative
in assisting with this program. Mrs. Martha Beale has been
very active during the past two years; also Mrs. Barbara
Simpson, Mrs. Martha Lindsay, Mrs. John Livak, Mrs. George
Anderson, Mrs. Holtzendorff, and numerous other ladies of
the community have assisted in a very fine way in the promotion of these programs.
We are indebted to Mr. J. W. Ray at Oconee State Park
for wonderful cooperation in providing the various facilities
of the park for the camp group.
The largest attendance we had last year was one hundred
and sixty-seven campers, parents, and friends which, percentagewise, is probably one of the largest day camps of the
towns in this area, certainly it would compare favorably with
any of the others.

DAY CAMPS

In addition to many student activities that are enumerated
herein, the Clemson Y. M. C. A. sponsors numerous "open
house" programs for the students or visiting stude nt groups
from high schools and other colleges and assists in the promotion of socials in the Club Rooms of the "Y" and at the "Y"
Cabin on the Seneca River.
During the past year a number of teenage canteens were
sponsored through the Y. M. C. A.
Encouragement is given to boys and girls to take special
trips visiting neighboring parks. In years past, so me trips

JOIN IN THE FUN!
The day camps sponsored by the "Y" have reached a
large number of young people of the Clemson community.
During the months of June and July the "Y" sponsors these
day camps at Oconee State Park.
Mr. Cooper and Mr. Gray have been quite ac ive in this
work and behind the scenes has been Miss Bobbie Palmer
who has answered the phone literally hundreds of times,
assisting in making the plans and preparations, helping to get
additional cars, and taking messages to be passed on to Mr.
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have been taken to Atlanta, Ga., to spend the day, also to
Camp Greenville, to Blue Ridge, to Camp Long near Aiken,
S. C., to Sesqui-Centennial Park, Columbia, S. C., Oconee
State Park, Table Rock Park, Paris Mountain State Park, Smoky
Mountain National Park, Lake Fontana, and to the beach.
Campus and community groups who are interested in this
type of service are urged to contact Mr. Holtzendorff at the
"Y".
Also during the year a number of students are taken on
trips visiting other Y. M. C. A.'s, schools, colleges, and places
of interest. Many students have been impressed by the
friendliness which has been demonstrated by representatives
of the Y. M. C. A. in almost every state in the union. Some
of these students have later come to Clemson and in numerous
instances people employed in different colleges such as
Ames, Iowa, Davis, California, University of Illinois, University
of Tennessee, V. P. I., and numerous Y. M. C. A.'s have had
Clemson graduates on their recep ion committee. In somt.!
cases men who have taken trips wi h he Clemson "Y" in
previous years have been on the reception committee in
subsequent years.
Almost forty Clemson men have entered Y. M. C. A. service.
Many of these men have taken these rips during previous
years .

the club rooms will be available by September 15th. In any
event, the work that is being done is for the future use and
enjoyment of you and many others.
Some new club rooms are being made available. The game
room is to be located on the bottom floor near the barber
shop. Ouite a numbe r of rooms are being re-conditioned and
re-furnished and the committee in charge is hopeful that all
of these changes and improvements will be thoroughly enjoyed
by students, campus folk, visitors, and friends.
A considerable amount of money was raised over a period
of a number of years and we express our gratitude and thanks
to students, faculty folk, alumni, and many, many friends who
have made these repairs and improvements possible. We
also wish to add our thanks again to the members of the
Board of Trustees and to the college officials who have made
a considerable contribution toward this work. We feel certain
that you and many others will thoroughly enjoy the use of
the "Y" when it is re-conditioned.
To old and new students, we hope you had a useful summer.
We extend cordial welcome to you through the Y. M. C. A.
BRUCE D. CLOANINGER,
Chairman of Y. M. C. A. Advisory Board.
JOHN HENRY TURNER,
President of Y. M. C. A.

RENOVATION OF THE CLEMSON
Y. M. C. A.

J. ROY COOPER,
Associate Secretary of the Y. M. C. A.

The Clemson Y. M. C. A. is being repaired and many
improvements made during the summer months, with the
hope that at least the lobby, the auditorium, and some of

P. B. HOLTZENDORFF, JR.,
General Secretary of Y. M. C. A.
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THE SCOPE OF THE WORK OF THE CLEMSON COLLEGE Y. M. C. A
Also a considerable number of families of students and
parents of students visit the "Y". A goodly proportion ol
these wish to have rooms at the "Y" and are accorded
general prrvileges. The use of the "Y" dormitory, the club
rooms, the swimming pool, and the various building facilities
can well require the time of severa l persons for supervision.
The Clemson "Y"' serves as a point of information for many
people who visit the campus and others who call the "Y" for
information concerning the activities of the college and the
community. With the coming of the Student Center a considerable amount of this type of information has been
requested of he Student Center rather than the "Y"; however, we still have quite a number of people who call asking
us to assist them in securing rooms. People also call advising
us that they have rooms available for rent and we continue
to have students and others ask for certain types of equipment that they can use, which is particularly true of the
married students and others who wish to use equipment for
picnics and special outings.
People from many of the industrial plants within a radius
of fifteen, twenty, or thirty miles of Clemson call to ask fo,
the use of the "Y" Cabin and he picnic area surrounding
the ··y·· Cabin. We are glad to cooperate with these friends,
especially when the Cabin is not in use by Clemson students
or people of the immediate community . Recently we have
had several groups of students accompanied by teachers who
are graduates and former students of Clemson to ask for
special privileges at the "Y" and so me of these have used the
"Y" Cabin to camp out and to cook so me of their meals.

The Clemson College Y. M. C. A. follows with interest many
of the graduates of the college, particularly boys and men
who have taken more than average interest in the work of
the "Y" and who have received a considerable amount of
training through the "Y" program.
Rev. Wallace Fridy recently was awarded an honorary
doctor's degree from Clemson College at commencement
time. Many friends of the "'Y" at Clemson as well as many
other friends in the "Y'" and in the church have expressed
a very keen interes in this award and deep appreciation
for the recognition given Mr. Fridy. Mr. Fridy served as President of the Clemson College Y. M. C. A. in 1931-32. He also
served as Assistant Secretary on the "Y"' Staff for two years
before taking graduate work.
Dr. John Durst of New Orleans and Dr. Perry 0. Langston of
Campbell College are some of the men who have entered fulltime Christian service through the ministry. We have listed a
number of men who are active in the Y. M. C. A. as secretaries, chairmen of "Y" boards, and leaders in Sunday School,
church work, and in the work of the Men of the Church of
the various denominations. It is a great encouragement to
us who are interested in these men to follow them in their
careers after graduation . Rev. Charles Arrington is minister
of the Baptist Church at Clemson. He is a Clemson graduate.
The Clemson College Y. M. C. A. welcomes many members
of other Y. M. C. A.'s as visitors on the Clemson campus. A
great many foreign students come to the "Y" because of the
general knowledge that many of these st udents find a welcome and are introduced to friends through the association.
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They have also come to the "Y" at night to take showers
and occasionally swim in the "Y" Pool. For many years now
we have had leaders of 4-H Club groups, FFA groups,
teachers, Sunday School leaders, and friends to visit Clemson
and come by the "Y" for assistance in helping to entertain
their respective groups.
Freshman groups are given an opportunity to learn to swim
in organized classes.
The work of the Y. M. C. A. Cabinet has been referred to
by written stateme nts concerning the work of some of the
committees. The opportunity to take part on these programs
and the continuity of contacts made with former Clemson men
and their families, plus the introduction to many new friends
in the realm of Christian service, has served as a potent incentive for Clemson students to take a more active part in the
work of the church and in the Y. M. C. A. Each fall and spring
between thirty and forty Clemson students attend the fall and
spring training rallies. We have had as many as fifty or
sixty attend these meetings. It is here that they meet many
boys and girls from colleges in the state and visitors from
neighboring states join with us in our planned study groups.
Outstanding leaders are brought to these conferences.
Frequently they are former presidents of the Clemson College
Y. M. C. A. who have achieved distinction following graduation at Clemson. On one recent occasion we had three former
presidents of the Clemson "Y" present at the Camp Long
Conference, the president and the president-elect making a
total of five Clemson presidents who were having a part on
the program.

SOME EXTENDED INFLUENCES OF
THE CLEMSON "Y"
Dr. D. W. Daniel was one of the first recipients of the
Algernon-Sydney-Sullivan Award. Since this award has been
given at Clemson such outstanding men as Dr. Daniel, Prof.
Mark E. Bradley, the late Professor Joe E. Hunter, and Prof.
Sam Rhodes ha ve been awarded this honor.
Students who have received this award include a numbe,
of former presidents of the "Y" . In 1956 the award was given
to the General Secretary of the Clemson "Y" and also to
Mr. Joe Bowen, the Vice-President of the Clemson "Y". For
three successive years this award was won by students from
Kingstree, S. C., two being presidents of the "Y" and the
third being Recording Secretary. The President-elect of the
"Y", John Henry Turner, Jr., of Marion, won the $650.00
scholarship award during the past year. Several other members on the "Y" Cabinet and members of the "Y" Councils
are recipients of special awards that were included in the
number of those who were recognized on Honors Da y.
We frequently read where a Clemson graduate has been
honored in civilian life. Dr. J. H. Sams was elected President
of the newly organized Rotary Club at Clemson. Mr. Ad
Carwile, former President of the Jaycees at Clemson and
Pendleton, was honored recently and quite a number of
Clemson men have been chosen as "the young man of the
year" from their respective communities. It is certainly
heartening to note that many of these men are former
Cabinet and Council men of the Clemson "Y" and that they
have continued to exert a fine influence in communities where
they work and serve.
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THE CLEMSON Y. M. C. A. SERVES AS A
TRAINING GROUND FOR Y. M. C. A.
SECRET ARIES

During commencement recently it was a genuine pleasure
to see and visit with a large number of former Cabinet and
Council men and their wives and in so me cases daughters and
members of the family . It was a di stinct pleasure to have
a goodly number of these friends visit in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Holtzendorff for an informal period Saturday afternoon. The younger men and their wives seemed especially
appreciative of the fact that they could meet and get to
know many of those who had preceded them. It is a fine
thing to know that so many of these men continue to take
an interest in their fellow men and are keenly concerned about
the work that is being done at Clemson and in the "Y".
A recent letter from a former Cabinet man in Thailand
was received in which he expressed concern and interest in
the new developments and growth of Clemson . Also another
young minister, a missionary, wrote from Indonesia expressing
the :,ope that he and his family would be back and visit
with us during the summer. They will also be taking some
special study and refresher courses at Wake Forest Seminary
this fall.
A number of trips are planned with young people during
the summer months. Most of these are to Oconee State Park
or some of the neighboring parks. One trip that is planned
of especial interest to many of the Cabinet and Council boys
is a trip visiting a number of colleges in the Midwest including Indiana, Minnesota, Michigan, and perhaps spending a
short time in Canada. Plans are made to visit a number of
Y. M. C. A.'s, churches, and "Y" camps, a number of the
larger churches in these cities, and a great many places of
interest in addition to the "Y".

For many years young men were employed on the "Y"
Staff with the understanding that they would remain here
for one, two, or three years and then move on to some
other association where they had greater opportunities for
service. These men received additional training at Blue
Ridge, at the Y. M. C. A. Graduate School, at Vanderbilt
University, and at various college and university centers.
Many Clemson graduates have served as Y. M. C. A. Secretaries and quite a number of them are se rving in strategi(
posts at the present time. Word has just been received
that Mr. William E. (Bill) Hines has been transferred from
Hong Kong, where he served as Executive Secretary for a
number of years, and will now be stationed at Rangoon. Mr.
Charlie Commander is General Secretary of the Georgia
Tech Y. M. C. A. Mr. Hugh E. Robinson, a member of the
International Staff with responsibility for World Service in
the Southern Area, is stationed in Atlanta. Also located in
Atlanta is Mr. Alfred C. Payne, another former president
of the Clemson Y. M. C. A., who is in charge of Student Work
for the Southern Area.
After graduating at Clemson Mess rs. Payne and Commander, who served as presidents of the Clemson "Y", received
graduate degrees at Yale University and Mr. Robinson
received a graduate degree from Vanderbilt University.
Associations at Winston-Salem, Roanoke, Charleston,
Columbia, Spartanburg, Greenville, Rock Hill, Greenwood,
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White Plains, N. Y., and many other associations have had
C!emson men on their several staffs. A recent check revealed
that the Chairman of the Board of the Y. M. C. A. at Greenwood, also the Y. M. C. A. at Anderson, were Clemson graduates who were active in the Y. M. C. A. during their student
days at Clemson. Ouite a number of men who served as
Assistant Secretaries on the Clem son "Y" Staff are now
ministers of the gospel and presidents, dean s, and professors
in co lleges a nd universities t hroughout the nation.
In addition to serving the students of the college and
people of the community and the state, the Clemson College
Y. M. C. A. ha s aided in an admirable way in helping to
recruit and train some splendid leaders and "Y" workers.
Frequently people ask just what is done through the
Y. M. C. A. in addition to general services that are rendered.
The foregoing statement should give food for serious consideration when the work of the Clemson College Y. M. C. A. is
evaluated.

YOU ARE INVITED

ATTEND THE

y

VESPERS

EACH SUNDAY EVENING

Y. M. C. A. BUILDING

CAMPUS RELIGIOUS WORKERS
Our thanks to campu s mini sters and preachers at Clemson.
They are a wonderful group and those wh o have preceded
them have added much to the effectiveness and service of
the Chri stian work at Clemson.
We are truly grateful for these men and for the wonderful
spirit in which they work together with the college officials
and with the " Y" Staff. It is a genuine plea sure to add an
additional "thank you" to this splendid gro up of Chri stian
workers.

The Clemson College Young Men 's Christian
Association is here to Serve
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IT ISN 'T THE CHURCH ... IT'S YOU

THE CLEMSON STUDENT PRAYER

If you want to have the kind of a church
Like the kind of a church you'd like,

(By a Clemson Student)
Almighty God, Crea or of the universe, the Author of all

You needn't slip your clothes in a grip

knowledge, we thank Thee for the privilege of attending this

And start on a long, long hike.
You'll only find what you left behind

insti ution which is so filled with opportunities for us to

For there's nothing really new
Its a knock at yourself when you knock at your
church;

develop our minds and our lives. We ask Thy richest blessings
upon it and upon our families and loved ones who have made

It isn't the church ... it's you.
So, if you want to have the kind of a church

our best. Create within our minds a desire to succeed. Give

Like the kind of a church you'd like,

sible. Help us to seek and to know this will. Give us receptive

Put off your guile, and put on your best smile,
And hike, my brother, just hike .

sider. Guide our professors that they might inspire us to reach

To the work at hand that has to be doneThe work of a saving few.

faculty, and of all departments and se rvices to our school

it possible for us to be here. Forgive us when we fail to do
us insight to realize that success apart from Thy will is imposand open minds. Give us the ability to weigh and to confor higher goals. Direct each member of the administration,

It isn't the church that is wrong, my boy;
It isn't the church, ... it's you .

that it might con inue to grow and expand its positive
influence upon mankind.
-Amen.

- Author unknown.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE
STUDENT CHAPLAIN
Dear Clemson Men,
Again we gather together on the Clemson Campus to
begin a new year's work. It is different from la st year in that
we have lost one cla ss and gained another. It is different in
others ways also-the extent depending on you, the students.
I recommend one change, and thi s is that each of you make
Chri st an invited guest in your daily walk more than ever
before. I would like to remind you uppercla ss men, as well as
fre shmen, that Christ is not to be worshipped at home and
forgotten when at college. Thi s would be contrary to all th e
teaching s of Hi s Word.
There are three aspects to growth-Spiritual growth,
Physical growth, and Mental growth . So often the Spiritua l
growth, which is so vitally important, is neglected. Numerou s
opportunities for developing Spiritually are offered here at
Clemson. I strongly advise you to take advantage of these
opportunities.
Attend your Church regularly and al so be an active member
of your Church Club. The Y. M. C. A. is al so a source of
Spiritual guidance as well as physical and mental. And la st,
certainly not lea st, practice personal devotion. Daily Bible
reading and Prayer can contribute to the fulfillment of a
happy, successful, and meaningful college career.

CHURCHES

DICKY BALLENGER,
Student Chaplain.
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RELIGIOUS LIFE AT CLEMSON
program at Clemson has been developed because of interest
which students have in special services such as the Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Pre-Easter services. All of these se rvices
are planned and conducted by students who are concerned
about religious life at Clemson . In addition to these se rvices
which revolve around the activities of the stude nt ce nter,
there are the Y. M. C. A. vesper services each Sunday evening at which time outside speakers or deputations fro m other
colleges are brought to the campus and the stud ent forums
which are held in the dormitory other than the forums during
Religious Emphasis Week. These forums which are sc heduled
at times other than Religious Emphasis Week are lead by
members of the faculty and local ministers. Also there are the
evening watch groups which meet in the dormitory for a
short devotional period each evening. One of the most
interesting aspects of our religious life at Clemson is the
deputation programs which are presented in churches, college
Christian associations and high schools by groups of students
from Clemson . We have, through the years, developed a
consciousness of our responsibility in the area of student
religious life and it is hoped that we will continue to keep
that phase of our program pushed to the forefront.

Although Clemson is a state college, the religious life at
Clemson is worthy of note for those who are concerned about
what students are doing in their college experience. Located
on the campus is the Young Men 's Christian Association
which has for many years done an outstanding job of creating the kind of fellowship and religious experience which
would give students the proper attitude and respect in
religious life. Also there are six local churches, each of which
has a special organization for college students and these
church groups cooperate with the Y. M. C. A. and the college
in producing the kind of religious atmosphere which is ours.
There is organized under the leadership of the student chaplains a Religious Activities Council. This group is responsible
for the scheduling of the morning devotional which we speak
of as morning watch. This service is held immediately after
breakfast and lasts for only about fi~een minutes. In addition,
the chapel is used by the Roman Catholic students for early
morning mass and is open for private meditation at any time
students may desire to use it. The student chaplain and
associate chaplain have an office at the southwest corner of
the student chapel where they are available to counsel with
students when their help is desired. Part of this religious
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The Clemson Baptist Student Union invites you into its membership, through . . .
the
CLEMSON BAPTIST CHURCH
The Clemson Baptist Church welcomes the Bapti st Students to participate in a
well-rounded program of worship, Bible study, training for the Christian life, and
Christian fel lows hip.
The Baptist Student Union, or B. S. U., is the organization of Baptist st udents who
participate in one or more of the activities of the church at Clemson:
SUNDAY SCHOOL
MORNING WORSH IP
TRA INING UN ION
EVENI NG WORSHIP .
STUD ENT WORS HIP .

10:00 A.
11 :00 A.
6:30 P.
7:30 P.
6:30 P. M.,

M., Sunday
M., Sunday
M., Sunday
M., Sunday
Wednesday

One of t he high points of B. S. U. li fe is the State B. S. U. Convention in the fall.
A highl ight of t he year is t he Southwide Baptist Student Retreat at Ridgecrest, N. C.,
in June. A la rge number of Clemson students attend the se events.
The pastor a nd the director of student work at Clemson are available to counsel
with you at any time.
In addition to the churc h services, Clemso n B. S. U. provides stude nts with daily
devotional periods, soc ial events, and opportunities to serve God through an emphasis
on prayer, Bible study, church loyalty, keeping the Lord's Day holy, Christian stewardship, and Christian witnessing. B. S. U. at Clemso n is both church-centered and Christcentered.
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REV. CHARLES ARRINGTON
Pa stor
A. B. PARSONS, JR.

Director of Student Work
HEYWARD RAMSEY
B. S. U. President

CLEMSON METHODIST CHURCH
REV. GEORGE CANNON
Minister
JIMMY RICHARDSON
President, Wesley Foundation
The Clemson Methodist Church, located on the Seneca
Highway, immediately across from the Post Office and the
Y. M. C. A. Building, has a full program of student work for
the Methodist students attending Clemson College. The
organization that promotes student work is known as the
Wesley Foundation.
Wesley Foundation meetings are held each Wednesday
night a the Church. Its program is planned and executed by
office1s elected by the students themselves. The Foundation
main ains an official relationship with the South Carolina Student Conference, he Junaluska Regional Student Conference,
and the National Student Conference.
The pastor and members of Clemson Methodist Church will
endeavor to make the Church a "home away from home" for
all the Me hodist students on the campus.
Church School . .
Worship Service .
Wesley Foundation Meeting
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10:00 A. M., Sunday
11 :00 A. M., Sunday

6:45 P. M., Wednesday

FORT HILL PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Church School .

9:45 A. M., Sunday

Morning Worship

11 :00 A. M., Sunday

P. S. A. Meetings

6:45 P. M., Wednesday

The Fort Hill Presbyterian Church seeks to take the place
of your home church while you are at Clemson. You are urged
to take advantage of its facilitie s and the services offered
through it.
One of the best habits you can form is that of attending
these meeting s your fre shman year. You will meet boys you
will be proud to go with during your student days. You will
be gl ad to remember them for years to come.
The Presbyterian Student Association meeting every
Wednesday evening is planned for students by students. Its
purpose is for your spiritual and cultural development. It will
keep you informed on the on-going of your Church. Participation in the programs will be of great help to you. With
the Church activities a part of your regular schedule, you will
leave Clemson a bigger and better man.

REV. CHAS. E. RAYNAL, JR.
Minister
DR. S. J. L. CROUCH
Minister to Students

CHARLES SPENCER
Pres. Student S. S. Class

E. S. OLSON
Supt. of the Church School

NEWT STALL
President of P. S. A.
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HOLY TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH

The Holy Trinity Episcopa l Church, located on the Seneca
Highway diagonally across from the Post Office, next door
to the Methodist Church, has a full program of student work
for the Episcopa l student attending Clemson College. The
organization that promotes st udent work is known as the
Canterbury Club.
Canterbury Club meetings are held each Wednesday night
at the Church. The programs are planned and executed by the
students for the students. They consist of outstanding speakers
from the campus and from surrounding areas, deputations
from other colleges, and student programs by the st udents
themselves.
Students have always been an integral part of the Holy
Trinity Church since he Parish here was orga nized in 1899.
Not only are Clemson men welcome at all the services and
Parish ac ivities, but the lounge in the Parish House is always
open for their convenience.
SERVICES

THE REV . ROBERT (BOB) L. OLIVEROS
Rector and Student Chaplain
DICK LEE
Senior Warden Student Parish

Sunday
Holy Communion .
8:00 A. M.
Church School . .
10:00 A. M.
Morning Prayer
11 :00 A. M.
(Holy Communion on first Sundays)
Wedn esday

Student Evening Prayer
Canterbury Club
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6:15 P. M.
6:45 P. M.

CLEMSON LUTHERAN CHURCH

Sund ay School

10:00 A. M.

The Service of Worship

11:00 A. M.

L. S. A. .

Wednesday Night

The Clemson College Lutheran Church extend s a most cordial welcome to all Lutheran students, student and faculty
familie s on the campus at Clemson. The church is a StudentMember congregation of the Evangelical Lutheran Synod of
South Carolina and the Divi sion of Student Service of the
National Lutheran Council. Its purpose is to serve the entire
college family and community of Clemson . The Directing
Board is composed of students, faculty, synodical and division
representatives.
The Lutheran Student Association meets every Wednesday
evening. The program is planned by the students for the
students. Its purpose is for spiritual, mental and social
development. The Student Center in the ba sement of the

THE REV. ENOCH D. STOCKMAN
Pastor

church is open daily.
The pa stor and hi s wife will welcome you at any time .

JOHN SEABER
L. S. A. President
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ST. ANDREW'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
St. Andrew's Church, one of the most beautiful Catholic
chapels in America, was built specially for the students of
Clemson College. It was modeled, in part, after the mediaeval
English Gothic country chapel.
St. Andrew's is located 1ust two blocks from the center of
the town of Clemson at the end of Sloan Street on the left
corner.
The Newman Club 1s a campus organization for Catholic
st udents. Meeting s are held ,n Newman Hall, next to the
church. It affords opportunity for more mature Catholic learning for Catholic Action, and for soc,al activities.

FATHER STEPHEN J. McFARLAND, CSP
Pastor
FATHER C. E. WILSON, CSP

Father McFarland extends a cordial invitation to all, to
visit the Church and Club. The priest house is on the corner
of Edgewood and Folger and the wo priests are available for
private consultation at any time. Telephone is 6711 .

SERVICES
Sunday Masses .
Daily Masses
Catholic Students Meeting:
(Newman Club) . . .

9:00 and 10:00 A. M.
7:20 A. M.
Wednesday 6:30 P. M.
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THE JEWISH ORGANIZATION

We feel that the se few moments each morning with our
fellow students of all denomination s help to bind the Chri stian
students toget her on our campus as we seek the Ma ster's
Will for each day.
Attend Morning Watch . Make it a daily observance. Your
life will be greatly enriched by the se early morning services.
It is hoped that each and every student will take advantage
of th is opportunity.

The Jewish students on the campus are organized into the
Hillel-Brandeis Club, a nationally recognized college organi zation. This organ ization is the end result of what wa s
formerly the Brandeis Club, a pre-war club organized on the
Clemson Campus but inactive during the war years.
Due to the small size of the club, they are unable to have
a building of their own. Their regular bi -monthly meeting s
are held Wednesday, 6:15 p. m. at the Y. M. C. A. At these
meetings all sorts of program s from quiz programs to formal
debates are held. These meeting s cover variou s topics, current events being among the foremost. Several times a year,
the group visits other college campu ses with similar Jewish
organizations. The members profit much from thi s associa tion, in the realm s of both fellowship and spiritual advance ment. Loui s Shenman is president of this organization for
the 1956-57 school year.

THE STUDENT CHAPEL
The student chapel is located one floor above the student
lounge and it is open to all students at all times regardless
of Faith. Thi s lovely chapel wa s opened only la st year and
it is t he hope of al l that thi s chapel will be vi sited by all
of the students and faculty members and that they will find a
spiritual closeness here the same as if they were in a church.

MORNING WATCH
" Another day is dawning, dear Ma ster let it be,
in working or in waiting,
Another day with Thee."
-McKinney.
Morning devotion s are held immediately after breakfast
each week-day morning in the Student Chapel. These short
devotional periods are designed for the purpose of giving
the student a few moments of Worship to begin the day.
[ 35
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CONCERT SERIES
For many years the Clemson College Concert Series has
brought the outstanding artists and attractions of the mus ical
world to the campus at unbelievably low cost to students .
For a fee of three dollars, included ,n the regular student
activity fee paid to the college each year, a student may
see six features which bring top prices in cities all over the
world. Season tickets for faculty members and outsiders are
$6.00 for the general admission ticket and $10.00 for the
reserved seat ticket.

To p: THE

AVY BAND

Bottom Left : BALLET RUSSE
Bottom R,g ht : WHITTEMORE AND LOWE

ATTRACTIONS FOR THE 1956-57 SEASON
The Navy Band
Ballet Russe

October 19, 1956
November 16, 1956

Whittemore and Lowe

February 4,

Obern!<irchen Children's Choir

February 25, 1957

Pittsburgh Symphony featuring
Thomas Brockman, pianist

March 7,

1957

1957

Top: OBERNKIRCHEN CHILDREN 'S CHOIR

Center: PITTSBURGH SYMPHONY
Bottom: THOMAS BROCKMAN

delegates elected from the Council of Club Presidents. The
Senior Council is a nine man judicial body charged with
trying and recommending sentences for all offenders of
college rules.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
On behalf of student government I wish to welcome each
of you back to the Clemson campus. I hope that this year
will be a most successful one for each of you. It is in behalf
of all upperclassmen that I say WELCOME to the freshmen.
It is our hope that this school will come to mean much to you,
and that it can teach and develop you as it ha s done so
many in the past.
This year, as never before, there will be a big need for
student government. During the past year we have found
new needs and new challenges which can and, I hope, will,
be solved through student government. Your participation
and interest in this program will not only aid in developing
leadership and responsibility, but will help make Clemson a
better place to live. Student government is the only organization which includes all students in its membership, and for
that reason your participation is all important to its success.

This is the composition of your Student Government. It
will be now and in the future what you make it. The possibilities for self-government at Clemson are almost unlimited.
Let's seize the opportunity to progress in the coming year
and make it one to be long remembered.
Good luck in the year ahead.
NEWT STALL,
Student Body President.

Modeled after the national government, our student government consists of three branches-executive, legislative, and
judicial. The executive branch is composed of a committee
headed by the Student Body President, and including the
Vice-President, Secretary, and the four class Presidents. The
legislative branch is known as the Student Assembly, and is
made up of twenty elected Class Representatives and twenty

NEWT STALL
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CLEMSON STUDENT CENTER
The student center at Clemson is located in the center
section of the front portion of the new dormitories. There are
four floors plus the canteen, which is located on the ba sement
floor. On the first floor of the student center is the loggia
around which may be found the information center, the
visitors' lounge, and the barber shop. The center part of the
loggia is an open breezeway which is most comfortable in the
spring, summer, and early fall. On the second floor is located
the student lounge and the faculty lounge and this space
is used for leisure-time activity such as the reading of newspapers and magazines, listening to the radio or hi -fi records
or to someone who is playing the piano. There are two
television sets. One large set in the main lounge and a
smaller one is in the faculty lounge. In addition to the
leisure-time activities in the student lounge, many students
use this as a place for study between cla sses as well as for
some study periods at night. Also there are games such as
bridge, chess, checkers, and other game s of thi s nature. The
third floor contains the student chapel for religious services
and is used each morning for the boys' devotional service
after breakfast. There are also five meeting room s on thi s
floor which may be scheduled for student meeting s usually
in the evenings. The board room, which is just across the
hall from the student chapel, is primarily used for meeting s
of the senior council or for some special meeting s. The fourth
floor of the student center is occupied on the we st side of
the hall by the offices of the TAPS, college annual ; and the
Tiger, student newspaper. There is al so a photographic roo m

which may be used by these publica t ion s or by other students
who need to have the use of a dark room. The activitie s of
the student center are in cooperation with the Clemson
Y. M. C. A., and we have attempted to coordinate our program so that the activities of the student center and the
Y. M. C. A. complement each other.
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

Tiger Brotherhood-Clemson's honorary service fraternity
Membership is selected from upper three classes for outstanding ability and loyalty to Clemson.

study. Membership is usually composed of the stude nts of
the upper two classes.
Alpha Tau Alpha (VAE)
Alpha Zeta (Agriculture)
Iota Lambda Sigma (Ind. Ed.)
Kappa Phi Kappa (Educational)
Phi Psi (Textile)
Sigma Pi Sigma (Physics)
Sigma Tau Epsilon (Ar s and Sciences)
Tau Beta Pi (Engineering)
The Minarets (Architecture)

SCHOLASTIC HONORARIES

PROFESSIONALS

Phi Eta Sigma-National freshman honorary scholastic fraternity. Membership open to all students who made a 3.5
grade point ra io their first semester or cumulative ratio their
first year.

Some local, some national. The purpose of these organizations is to unite s udents wi h a common interest and to
discuss he various aspects of the particular field of study
Membership is open to students who are sophomores or
above.
Agricultural Economics Club
Alp ha Chi Sigma (Chemistry)
American Inst itute of Architects
American Institute of Chemical Engineers
American Institute of Electrical Engineers
American Society of Agricultural Engineers
American Society of Ceramic Engineers
American Society of Civil Engineers
American Society of Horticultural Science

LEADERSHIP AND SERVICE
Alpha Phi Omega-National service fraternity. Membership is composed of former Boy Scouts of America .
Blue Key-National honorary leadership fraternity. Membership is limited to seniors or rising seniors who have been
outstanding in leadership.

Phi Kappa Phi-National senior honorary scholastic fraternity. Membership open to seniors with a grade point ratio
of 3.1 or better and rising seniors who have a cumulative
ratio of 3 .5 or better.

HONORARY PROFESSIONALS
Honor scholarship organizations which give recognition to
students who have done exceptional work in their field of
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American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Block and Bridle Club
Clemson College 4-H Club
Dairy Club
Delta Sigma Nu (Pre-Medicine)
Future Farmers of America
Kappa Alpha Sigma (Agronomy)
National Textile Mfg. Society
Poultry Club
Society of Automol:ive Engineers

tian principle and high standard of living and is open to
members of the junior and sen ior classes.
Councils-The purpose is to influence other students to
become interested in the ranks of Christian Brot herhood , to
train men to become leaders in a Christian World, and to
promote fellowship among their members. Membership is
open to all interested students in either the fre shman council,
sophomore council, junior council, or sen ior council.
Religious Activities Council-This council promotes and
coordinates all religious activities. Membership is composed
of all student religiou s organization presidents (who will accept
membership), the Y. M. C. A. president, and the student
chaplains. Ex-officio members shall consist of all mini sters of
religiou s organizations repre se nted by a club president and
the Y.M.C.A. secretary.

RELIGION
CHURCH GROUPS-The purpose of the weekly church
meetings on Wednesday night is to promote the spiritual
growth, religious training, and fellowship of the church.
Membership is open to all students.

MUSICAL

Baptist Student Union
Canterbury Club (Episcopal)
Hillel-Brandeis (Jew ish)
Lutheran Student Association
Newman Club (Catholic)
Presbyterian Si:udent Association
Wesley Foundation (Methodist)

Clemson College Glee Club-Membership is open to all
students. An audition is necess ary.
Tiger Band and Color Guard-The marching band participates in football games, college function s, and parades
throughout the state. Membership is open to all interested
students.
Concert Band-Membership is open to all interested musicians in the student body who are interested in playing se mi cla ss ical and cla ss ical music. An audition is necessary.
R. 0. T. C. Band-This band is composed of talented
members of the R. 0. T. C. and A. F. R. 0. T. C. for the purpose of playing at military functions.

Y. M. C. A.
Cabinet-Main planning body for local Y. M. C. A. student
program. Membership is appo inted by the officers of the
Y. M. CA. for each year. Membership is based upon Chr is-
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Pershing Rifles, Company C-4-Local branch of National
student military organization composed of R. 0 . T. C. sophomores selected by competitive drill. The 4th Regimental
Headquarters, Pershing Rifles, is also located at Clemson.
Rifle Tearn-The Air Force and Army jointly sponsor the
college rifle team which consists of members of the Army
and Air Force R. 0. T. C. units and civilian members of the
student body. In addition, there are separate Army and
Air Force teams.
Executive Sergeants Club-Composed of executive sergeants of the R. 0. T. C. and A. F. R. 0. T. C. for the purpose
of linking Cadet activities to the mili ary command.

Mu Beta Psi-Honorary music fraternity . The purpose is to
recognize outstanding students and to stimulate musical
activity on the campus. Members are nominated from junior
and senior classes.
Jungaleers and Blue Notes Orchestra-Local dance bands
composed of students with musical talent. These orchestras
play at various functions in the surrounding area. Membership
is based on the results of auditions and needs of the band.

ATHLETICS
Block "(" Club-Members composed of athletes who have
earned their letters in collegiate sports.

MISCELLANEOUS
MILITARY

Council of Club Presidents-Membership composed of all
student organization presidents. The purpose of this organization is to coordinate all club activities .

Arnold Air Society-National honorary Air Force R. 0. T. C.
fraternity. Members are selected from the rising senior Air
Force Cadets who are in the upper third of their A. F.
R. 0. T. C. class.

Alpha Psi Omega (Dramatics)-An organization which bands
together students interested in dramatics. Membership open
to all students.
Amateur Radio Club-Organized for students interested in
"ham radio". Membership open to all students.

Scabbard and Blade-National military organization whose
membership is composed of selected rising seniors who are
outstanding in the military activities of the Cadet Corps.
Society of American Military Engineers-Military organization composed of interested members of the upper three
classes who are engineering majors enrolled in R. 0. T. C.
Senior Platoon-Clemson fancy drill unit. Membership
selected by competitive drill among interested students of
the senior class.

Clemson Aero Club-The purpose is to provide an economical means by which pilots can fly and to teach new men
to fly . Anyone can become a member.
Central Dance Association-Provides orchestras and makes
arrangements for all student body dances. Members are
selected from interested Juniors and seniors.
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COUNTY AND REGIONAL CLUBS
The purpose is to bring together students of different
region s for fellow ship and the di scu ss ion of mutual problem s.

Abbeville-McCormick Club
Beta Sigma Chi (Charleston)
Colleton-Clemson Club
Dorchester County Club (Delta Kappa Kappa)
Gamma Kappa Alpha (North Carolina)
Horry County Club
Nu Epsilon (Yankee Club)
Savannah-Clemson Club
Spartanburg County Club
Veterans Club-The purpose is to coordinate policies and

Bobbin and Beaker-Quarterly pu bli ca tion by the textile
students as a contact between t he textile industry and the
Clemso n st udents. Any interested textile ma jor may volunteer
to work on the staff.
Clemson Architect-is pub lished for the purpose of
acquainting the architects of the state with the activities
and developments of the Clemson Architecture Student.
Slipstick-is a quarterly publication by the engineering
students. The purpose is to introduce the engineering student
with new idea s which are being devel oped in the engineering
profe ss ion. Staff members are selected from intere sted engi neering students.

problem s of the veterans related to college admini stration.
Membership is open to all veteran s.

Taps-is the official yearbook of Clemson A & M College,
publi shed annually. Any interested student may volunteer
hi s services to the editors who are selected by t he re tiring
staff.
The Tiger- is the official newspaper of Clemson College,
publi shed weekly by the student body. Any interested student may volunteer his services to the editors wh o are
selected by the retiring staff.

PUBLICATIONS
The Agrarian-Quarterly publication edited by the agricul tural students. Staff membership is open to all interested
agricultural students. The purpose is to stimulate interest in
the different agricultural field s and to provide a connecting
!ink between the student and the farmers of the state.

Y. M. C. A. Handbook - is publi shed yearly by the
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet as a source of information for all students but ma inly to help the new fre shmen become better
acquainted with the Clemson Campus and its activities.

The Blue Key Directory-is a directory of Clemson A & M
College, published yearly by the members of the Blue Key
fraternity as a service to the faculty and student body.

The Tower-a publication of the Y. M. C. A. for the purpose
of pre senting religiou s news and literature.
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SPORTS

FOOTBALL
Clemson's 1956 football schedule includes 5 games with
members of the strong Atlantic Coast Conference, of which
the Tigers are charter members. The traditional opener against
Presbyterian will begin the season Sept. 22 and not another
breather is in sight including the Furman game Dec. 1.
Twenty-five lettermen are returning to form the backbone
of the team which had a 7-3-0 record last year. The team
1s led by All-American candidate Joel Wells, the alternate
captain, and Captain Charlie Bussey.
Wells made every honor AII-ACC team in '55 as well as
being named "Back-of-the-Year" in the state. In the front
line of defense is Dick Marazza, named the state's top blocker
in the last compaign.
Plenty of action 1s 1n s ore for Dalton Rivers, Willie Smith,
Bill Hudson, John Grdi1an, Earle Greene and Dick DeSimone
in he line and expected to handle the running chores in the
backfield are Jim Coleman and Bob Spooner.

Varsity sports competi ion is offered to Clemson students
in seven different categories. A person does not have to go
back very many years to find either a state or conference
champion in any of these sports.
Formerly there was a differential in the "ma1or" and
"minor" sports of the college. Now, football, baseball, basketball, track, swimming, tennis and golf team members can
earn their Block "(" in any competition.
Clemson athletic teams are well-traveled in that the top
teams of the country are engaged in all sports. Four times
in the last quar er century Tiger football teams have played
in four major bowl games and four imes since World War II
the baseball team has been in N. C. A. A. playoffs ,anging
from the d,str1ct to the Eastern finals (national quarter finals).

1956 CLEMSON FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Sept. 22
Sept. 29
Oc. 6
Oct. 13
Oct. 25
Nov. 3
Nov. 10
Nov . 16
Nov. 24
Dec. 1

Presbyterian at Clemson (Youth Day)
Florida at Gainesville, Fla. . . .
North Carolina State at Raleigh .
Wake Forest at Wins on-Salem .
South Carolina at Columbia
.
V. P. I. at Clemson (Homecoming)
Maryland a College Park, Md. .
Miami at Miami, Florida . . . .
Virginia at Clemson (Band-Ip ay Day)
Furman at Clemson (Dad's Day) .
Follow The Tigers Through IPT AY

8:00
2:30
8:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
2:00
8:15
2:00
2:00

BASKETBALL

$2.50
4.00
3.50
3.50
4.80
3.50
3.75
3.50
3.50
3.50

Clemson's basketball destiny now rests 1n the hands of
Press Marav1ch, a student a the game for nearly 20 years,
who was recently named head cage coach replacing Banks
McFadden. "Bonnie Banks" led his battle-scarred warriors
for 10 years against some of the strongest competition ever
mustered in hese parts.
Maravich will inherit a group of players, who while only
winning 9 and losing 17, led he ACC in scoring with 86.0
points per game in '55. Tiger basketball stock is expected
to go even higher under the new tutor. Marked improvement
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was noted last year over the previou s campaign when only
2 of 23 games went into the win column.
Bill Yarborough, who now holds 18 school record s, will be
around for the first 13 games on the 24-game schedule. The
Walhalla sharpshooter wa s fourth in the nation year before
last and was second in team scoring in '55-'56 be hind sophomore sensation Vince Yockel.
Back for more dribble wars are regulars Tom Cameron, Gene
Seay and Ed Brinkley. Floor arti st Dick Yeary and sub Eddie
Moncrief both have varsity experience and some help can
be expected from some fro sh stars.

TRACK
A senior and a sophomore copped most of the points for
the Tiger cinder team in '56. Joe Brown, a hurdler and da sh
man, picked up 61 points in six meets and John Steedley,
hurdler-high jumper-broad jumper, showed fan s of thing s to
come by getting 60 po ints.
In the ACC meet Steedley wa s second in points behind
Duke's great Dave Sime with 111/z points as the Tiger participated in four events.
Bob Spooner wa s the team's top shot putter and Tom
Cameron wa s an excellent high jumper. Dale Tinsley turned
in several good di stance run s. Expected up from the fre shman squad to bol ster depleted graduated ranks are hurdler
Wilbur Simmons, weight man Dink Lawrence, Paul Snyder,
javelin , and Walter Tyler, miler.
Tra ck is one varsity sport which should have more students
part icipa t in g. Coach " ~ock" Norm a n ha s had many years in
training top track men.

BASEBALL
Clemson's ba seball team wa s plagu ed wi t h error-iti s and
inability to hit when " ducks" were in sco rin g pos ition thi s
past year . Con sequently, the Ti gers notched onl y four win s,
dropped 14 and tied 1.
The Citadel, Furman, South Carolin a a nd Mary la nd fe lt th e
Tiger claw, but with the North Carolina "Bi g Four" stro ng,
Clemson found the sledding rough.
Don Shealy and Glenn Sheriff led the team in hitting with
.333 and John Drake notched a 4-2 record while striking out
49 in 45 1/3 inning s. All three of these stars will be back
in '57. And a lot of help can be expected from Coach Don
Wade's Cubs as they enjoyed a mos t success ful sea so n.
Mi ssing next year will be Bill Barn ett, wh o hi t five doubl es,
three triples and four home run s thi s year, and fancy fielding
Dick Swetenburg.

SWIMMING
The swimming team, which competes with team s from the
AC(, Southern Conference and independent squads, uses the
"Y" pool as its "home port". Thi s facility is opened to all
students at nearly all time s.
Coach Carl McHu gh ha s developed some fine team s from
the st udent body and anyone is eligible to tryout. Dick
Ca rter wa s the mos t valuable swimmer la st year and Bonum
Wil son and Wes Millard have been chose n co-captains for
the coming year.
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TENNIS

INTRAMURAL$

Coach Hoke Sloan's tennis team ended up with a 6 and 8
record in competition against Atlantic Coast Conference and
top state teams. Improvement can be expected in this record
next season since nearly all members will be back for another
campaign .
Eddie Scarpa, Chris Theos, Terry Wise, Kit Matthewes,
Don Mitchell and Pete Norris paced the Tigers most of the
year.
One of the top wins of the year was a 5-4 victory over
the College of Charleston whose team had won 24 straight
over the past two years before the Tigers came along.
Several hard surfaced and clay tennis courts are available
to all students and Coach Sloan is interested in having as
many players as possible out for this fast-moving game.

For those students unable to participate in a varsity sport
for so me reason or another, an adequate intramural prog ram
is operated by the athletic association.
The intramural program is planned to give recreational
activities to all students and faculty members. A va ried
assortment of seasonal sporting events and contests a re
offered to individual students, student and faculty teams a nd
other organizations who desire to partic ipate.
Students and faculty members who take advantage of t his
well-rounded athletic program find keen competition, good
sportsmanship and an excellent way to relax after attending
a day of classes.
PLA YING THE GAME
Life is a game with a glorious prize,

If we con only play ,t right.
It is give and take, build and break,
And often ,t ends in a fight;
But he surely w,ns who honestly tnes
Regardless of wealth or fame,

GOLF
Clemson golfers enjoyed one of their best seasons in recent
years with a 10-4 record. Leonard Yaun, who copped
medalist honors with regularity, was the South Carolina Intercollegiate champion in winning the fist annual Carr T. Larisey
Tournament at Hampton. The event was named for a former
Clemson golfer fatally injured in an automobile accident last
year.
Such teams as Wofford, Maryland, Duke, Georgia, South
Carolina, Virginia and Northern Illinois State found that Yaun,
George Warren, John Woodard, Keitt Hane, Andy Inman,
Bill Van Arsdale and Bob Agnew were tough company to
deal with.

He can never despair who plays it fair-

How are YOU playing the game?
Do you wilt and whine, if you foil to win
In the manner you think your due?
Do you sneer at the man

in

case that he can

And does, do better than you?
Do you take your rebuffs with a knowing grin?
Do you laugh ho' you pull up lame?
Does your faith hold true when the whole world's blue?
How are YOU play,ng the game?
-Anonymous.
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THINGS YOU OUGHT TO KNOW
RAT RULES

MILITARY DEPARTMENT

I. The following regulations were pa ssed by the Student
Assembly at special session Wednesday, September 28,
1955.
II. The Freshman Council shall enforce the following rules:
1. Freshman shall wear "rat caps" unti l and through the
Carolina vs. Clemson football game. If Clemson loses,
the freshmen shall wear the caps until Chri stma s
holidays.
2. Freshmen shall beat the drum and guard he statue
of Tom Clemson for a period of twenty-four (24) hours
immediately prior to the state fair holidays. (Under
supervi sion.)
3. Freshmen shall sit in a group for all home football
games and pep meeting s. Attendance at pep meetings shall be compulsory.
4. Freshmen shall participa e in tradi iona l school yells
and demonstrations in the dining hall. The time for
yells shall be designated by the head cheerleader.
5. Male freshmen shall have tradi ional Clemson fre shman hair cuts.
Ill. The Freshman Council may employ any of the following
punishments for failure to carry out these regulation s:
1. Cutting of block "C" in hair of male students;
2. Polishing cannons;
3. Requiring the wearing of specified facial decorations
for a given period;
4. Other punishments of like nature.

The Department of the Air Force and the Department of
Army both maintain Senior Division units of R. 0. T. C. at
Clemson for the purpose of training and producing young
men who have the desirable qualities of leadership and
character as junior officers in either the Air Force or the
Army. Students who are physically qualified and who main tain the proper schola stic standing are offered a four-year
program consisting of a ba sic course for freshmen and sophomore s and an advanced course for juniors and seniors in the
service of their choice. Upon satisfactorily completing the
four-year course, students are commi ss ioned as second lieutenan s in ei her he Air Force or Army.
The ba sic course consis ing of the first two years of Air or
Military Science is a requirement in every undergraduate
curricu la of the College and mu st be completed by all
qualified male fre shmen and sophomores for graduation.

THE HO SPIT AL
A well -equipped hospital, with Dr. Lee W. Milford as
Director of Student Health, is provided for the care of usual
student illnesses and non-operative emergencies. The building
is located on Cherry Road, southeast of Long Hall.
The hospital building houses the most modern equipment
which is used for the diagnosi s and treatmen of all minor
and major injuries and disea ses. The rooms of the hospital
are equipped with the latest adiustable hospital beds. The
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laboratory contains an excellent X-ray outfit, metabolic
machines, electrocardiograph and many types of diathermy
and ultra violet ray equipment.
The hospital is normally open from 7 :30 to 10:00 a. m. and
2:00 to 3:00 p. m. Emergencies may be treated at any hour.
The fee paid by each student does not cover the fees of
specialist, operations, special nurses, or surgical attention
performed away from the college .

THE LAUNDRY
A well-equipped laundry operates from 8:00 to 5:30
through the week to serve the students. All students pay a
set fee for laundry used under normal conditions. Dry cleaning
1s paid for separately.
Mr. Frank Dillard is manager of the laundry.

THE LIBRARY
The College Library houses about 153,000 bound volumes
which are sources of knowledge concerning all subjects. Under
the present library system most of the volumes may be
checked ou by students for use in their respective rooms.
The other volumes, periodicals, pamphlets, and clippings are
at the disposal of the students for their use in the library
reading rooms. The library used the open stack plan whereby
all books are accessible to the students.
The divisional plan of arrangement according to subjects
is used. Social Sciences and Humanities occupy the first
floor, Sciences and Technology and the Agricultural Reference
collection are on the second floor and balcony. The base-

ment houses a comfortably furnished Browsing Room containing many current magazines and daily newspapers . A
Carnegie Collection of 1,265 recordings of classical and semiclassical music, books related to music, and turntables for
playing records with earphones for listening are also in this
room. Also, in the basement of the Library is the map room.
In here are 25,000 maps that were made by the Army
Engineers and presented to the Library for the use of students
and faculty.
Mr. John W. G. Gourlay is Director of the Library.

LOST AND FOUND
A lost and found department is operated in the office of
student affairs. All students are urged to turn in any article
they find no belonging to them. Students should report all
lost articles to this office, and upon si mple identification they
may pick up articles that have been turned into the office.

MAIL SERVICE
The College Post Office is located under the college dining
room. Since General Delivery is not handled by the College
Post Office, the student should rent a box immediately and
inform interested parties of his new address.

STUDENT AID AND PLACEMENT
The office of Student Aid and Placement coordinates
financial assistance and placement activities for the College.
The meeting rooms in the student center are used for inter[ 48 J

views between prospective employers and interested stude nts.
Limited financial assistance is available for the most deserving
students through part time work, loans, and scholars hips.
Personal counseling concerning financial and vocational problems is available through this office.

High school bands from all over the state came to Clemson
early Saturday morning prior to the football game and went
through their routine only twice before stagi ng a show without
a hitch before 20,000 people. Highlight of the occasion was
the playing of the "Stars And Stripes Forever" by the
hundreds of music ians. The group later spelled out "BAND"
and "IPTAY".
Band Day met with such popularity that it is certain to
take its place with the other fine entertainment offered at
halftime.

THE STUDENT BANK
For the convenience of students the College operates a
banking department in the Bursar's Office under the supervision of Mr. J. S. Walker, Bursar. Here students may make
personal transact ion s in even dollar amounts as the occasion
demands. This service is purely local. The bank is open from
8:00 to 12:00 a. m. and 1 :00 to 2:30 p. m. through he week
and 8:00 to 10:30 a. m. on Saturday.

DAD'S DAY
Dad's Day at Clemson is an annual affair held at one of
he Clemson home football games where the fathers of
Clemson players are honored. These men sit in a reserved
sec ion and are recognized during halftime.
Each member of the varsity football team is ask ed to invite
his father to the particular game with the father wearing
the same number as his son on the field.
Dad's Day is usually observed at the homecoming game,
which this year will be the Virginia Tech game Nov. 3.

THE STUDENT LOAN FUND
The student loan fund is a student owned and operated
non-profit service, whereby any student may borrow up to
ten dollars for one month without charge. Studen donations
finance this project, and its director 1s chosen each year
from the Student Asse mbly.

DANCES

BAND DAY

Clemson dances are an important part of the extra-curricula
program. Each st udent looks forward to bringing his best girl
to the dance. There are five big dance weekends planned
for the school year of 1956-57. These are Rat Hop, Homecoming, Midwinters, Spring Hop, and Junior-Senior. These
dance weekends consist of a formal dance Friday night and
an informal dance Saturday night.

Clemson's first annual Band Day last year proved to be
highly successful and brought favorable comment from the
public, press and radio. Robert E. Lovet , director of bands
at Clemson, assembled the largest number of musicians ever
seen in South Carolina. There were 35 bands and over 100
majorettes in the extravaganza.
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If the student does not have access to formal evening wear,
he may use his R. 0. T. C. dress uniform coat with white duck
pants as formal wear. The giving of flowers to the girl for
either dance has not been the standard practice for Clemson
students. Housing for the girls on these weekends is provided
for by the opening of a Dormitory. Adequate chaperones
are provided at this dormitory during all hours. Meals are
usually taken out in town and not in the College dining room.

HIGH SCHOOL VISITATION DAY
Once each year the College sponsors a High School Visitation Day. Interested high school seniors are invited to Clemson for the week-end. The prospective students stay in the
dormitories and take part in various tours over the campus.
The Y. M. C. A. has open house to its many facilities.
In addition to this, college representatives visit many
high schools in the state to participate in High SchoolCollege Day programs. High school students have many of
their questions answered, and vocational counseling is also
obtainable.

HOMECOMING
Clemson's alumni make two annual pilgrimages back to the
campus, one for class reunions at Commencement and the
other in November for the Homecoming football game. Last
year Maryland's nationally famed team was pushed to the
limit to gain a win over Clemson. This fall-on November
3rd-the old grads will be back in great numbers for the
Clemson-Virginia Tech scrap. But regardless of opponent,
Clemson's Homecomings are always lively, colorful affairs

that feature the start of new friendships and the renewal of
old ones.

MAID OF COTTON
Each year either in October or November the annual Maid
of Cotton contest is held here at Clemson. Many young girls
from different counties throughout the state vie for the
South Carolina title, which means for the winner, a trip to
the national contest in Memphis, Tenn.
The girls who come to Clemson are chosen in county contests on their looks, poise, personality and cotton background.
A panel of judges interviews each contestant several times
during their two-day stay at Clemson with the final judging
taking place in the field house before a public audience.
South Carolina has had one sta e Maid of Cotton, Mrs.
Libba McGee Richardson, to win the national title. The
contest is sponsored by the cotton interests of the state,
along with the South Carolina Textile Manufacturers Association, and Clemson College.

IPTAY
The IPTAY (I Pay Ten A Year) organization is the life
blood of the Clemson Athletic Association . The club was
started in 1934 and has since educated over 800 boys . The
money paid to the athletic association by people interested
in Clemson and athletics is used for scholarships only . No
other expenditures is taken from the funds.
There is probably no other organization exactly like IPTAY
in any other college in the United States. IPTAY does not
limit its membership to just Clemson men. Anyone desiring
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to see the high standards in athletics remain here can become
a member by paying hi s dues.
Before IPT AY was sta rted Clemson won less than half of
its football contests . In the last 18 years better than 65 per
cent have been victories. Also, IPT A Y has helped bring
recognition to outstanding players. The football earn ha;
participated in four major bowl games, winning three of them,
and five players have made bona fide All -American teams,
a record no other South Carolina college ha s achieved.

HANOVER HOUSE
The Hanover Plantation Hou se, located on the southea st
campus, was built in 1716 by Paul de St. Julien , and wa s
moved to Clemson a few years ago from its original location
in the reservoir area near Pinopoli s, S. C. The South Carolina
Public Service Authority purchased the plantation after it
had remained in the hands of the de St. Julien descendants
for about two hundred years, and turned the interesting old
house over to Clemson College for preservation.
The name Hanover was given to the hou se and plantation
in honor of the ruling Hou se of Hanover which came into
power in England about the time this dwelling was first
erected.

OUTDOOR THEATRE
The deep ravine between the chemistry and dairy buildings
is the natural setting for the Clemson Outdoor Theatre, or
amphitheatre as it is more commonly called. I was presented
by the Class of 1915. The seating facilities, presented by the
class of 1940, will accommoda e more than 3,000.
Behind the white concrete columns of the stage is a beautiful reflecti on pool, having become the paradise for campus
photographers, and, incidenta lly, the scene of many "poolings" and ini tiations.
A spectacular feature of the theatre is its water screen
which is used for appropria e night programs. The sparkling
fountains of water glimmer in glorious color wi h the aid of
floodlights.
The natural auditorium is used for commencemen exercises
and other activitie s such as concerts, lectures, "pep" meetings, and even informal dances.

THE CLEMSON HOUSE
The Clemson House, an imposing eight-story structure of
Contemporary Architecture, is situated on one of the most
elevated areas of the campus, overlooking Bowman Field; and
from i s upper stories, it offers an advantage of a beautiful
panorama, not just of the campus but on clear days of the
Blue Ridge Mountains forty to fifty miles distant.
In addition to nine y-six efficiency one- and two-bedroom
apartments, it has in excess of a hundred rooms available to
the traveling public. It is also equipped with facilities for
serving dinners and banquets for parties of any size up to
hree hundred.
A special feature of The Clemson House is its "T IGER
TA VERN". Th is is open to the public, but the management
especially invites the Clemson students to make it their home.
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EXCERPTS FROM STUDENT REGULATIONS
Any change of address must be immediately reported to
the Office of the Dean of Student Affairs.
Fire Regulations- In case of fire all students will immediately vacate heir rooms. The general fire alarm is a sounding of mens in the dormitories and a large siren and whistle
at the Power Plant. The whistle is sounded daily at noon and
1 p. m. The sirens are tested every Saturday at 1 p. m.
Fire drills will be announced. Any person discovering a fire in
any college building or installation will notify the Fire Station
and the Information Room by the most expeditious means,
giving location of fire and name of person reporting the fire.
Fire station number is Ext. 314 or 6211. The Information
Room number is Ext. 208 or 5520.
Electrical Equ ipm ent-The alteration and repair of any
electrical equipment and fixtures in dormitories will be made
only by a designated college electrician. No student is
authorized to have any electrical or spirit heating apparatus
in dormitories.
Firearms and Explosives-No student will keep in his
possession or in his room, any firearms, or other weapons.
No student will have or keep 1n his possession, or bring into,
or cause to be brought in o dormitories, or any college
building, any explosives, ammunition, fireworks, or any inflammable fluids except for small commercial containers of lighting
and cleaning fluid.
Id e nt ification Cards-Students will be issued identification
cards by the College Bursar. These cards will be carried at all
times and are subjec to inspection by college authorities.

Agents-No article may be sold, nor any notices posted

in dormitories, nor any subscriptions for any purposes solicited
without the written approval of the Dean of Student Affairs.
Attire-Students will wear conventional and appropriate
clothing in the classroom and on the campus. Clothing will
be clean and complete. Instructors may properly refuse to
allow students in disreputable or incomplete clothing to
attend classes .
Din ing Hall-Students are expected to conduct themselves
with reasonable manners and decorum while in the dining
hall. Loud noise and running in the dining hall are not permitted . Students will recognize the authority vested in the
head waiter and other dining hall officials.
Discipline-Students, upon voluntary registra ion at Clemson College, agree to conform to all college regulations,
federal and state laws, and Town of Clemson ordinances.
Enrollment as a stude nt in no way exempts any person from
penalty in case of violation of local, state or national laws.
Students who are penalized for violation of public laws are not
exempted from further penalty by college authori ies.
Dormitories-Two students are housed in a room in both
the new and old dormitories. The rooms in he new dormitories are equipped with lavatory and mirror. All students
are encouraged to avail themselves of the dormitory facilities.
Students living off the campus are required to furnish a
bona fide home address, i. e., house number, stree name and
city. Post Office box numbers will not suffice for this purpose.
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Intoxica nts-Students are prohibited from bringing, or
causing to be brought onto the campus or having in thei;
possession while on the campus, any form of intoxicant or
narcotic.

CLEMSON 'S UNWRITTEN LAWS
A Clemson Man:
1. Speaks to every student and every professor at every
opportunity.
2. Leave s the door open while in another student' s room
if the occupants are out.
3. Leaves a note when he borrows so mething from another's
room.
4. Never make s rude, in sul ting, or uncalled-for remarks at
the girls passing dormitorie s and stays away from the windows
when not fu lly dressed.
5. Learns the college so ng s and yells as soo n as possible.
6. Thanks the driver who has given him a "lift" and offers
to help the driver if he ha s trouble while with him.
7. Takes his place at the end of the "bumming line" without slipp ing in ahead of others. (The "bumming line" for
Greenville or Anderson sta rts at the Library.)
8. Never razzes a referee or umpire.
9. Keeps silent when in the hosp ital and library.
10. Pays his debts.
11. Respects the principles and regulation s of the college.
12. Comes to attention while the "Star Spangled Banner"
or "To the Colors" is being played, and stands with head
uncovered when the "Alma Mater" is played or sung.
13. Respects the rights of others in the theatre by not
talking and by laughing at the right time.
14. Is honest in the classroom.

Pa rking Regulations-Students are required to familiarize
and abide by the Parking Regulations which are issued under
separate cover. Students with cars will be careful not to block
entrances and exits to the var ious college installations which
may be used in case of fire. Veh icles kept on the campus
during the day must be registered during matriculation at
the Office of Dormitory Manager (Information Room). Late
registration of veh icles may be accomp li shed at the campus
police station. All student operated vehicles must be regi stered 72 hours after their initial appearance on the campus.

THE COUNSELING SYSTEM
Fifty or more facu lty members serve each year as special
counse lors for freshmen. Only fifteen or twenty freshmen are
assigned to each counselor who is available to talk with his
freshmen concerning t heir sc holastic reports as well as to help
them with any problems they may have.
The counseling system is organized under the Dean of
Student Affairs and the Deans of the Schoo ls who serve as
chief counselors and advisers within their respective schools.
The Registrar's Office acts as a clearing house of information
concerning students' records.
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I.O C. \T ED 2 :\!TI.ES EAST CLE ;\JSOX
C. S. JIT G IJ\\'A Y 12:3

DIHECT HOl'TE BET\\'EE:S- GREF.:S-YJLLE, S. C.
A'.\"D ATLA:--'TA, GEOHGIA
\\'. B. TL'""' .1/wwger
P. 0. Box 66
PHo:---1-: 67-:1,-:1,

I

+------------...................................... .
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WHOLESALE FRUITS AND PRODUCE
AI\'DERSOl\-, S. C.

PHONES CA 4-4376

Ai-:n

CA 4-4377

DUCKETT'S FUNERAL HOME
"O·itr Skill and Kn owledge Tn snres 1'011 of R eliable and
Cons-iclerot e Sen•ire"

OXYGE:\' EQUIPPED A;\fBlJLANC'ES
CENTRAL, S. C'.

CLASS

Piro:q: 102
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OH

94

'18

i.·················---

j··· ················· ····················•

-······i

COMPLI ME~TS O.F

t

i

!

ONEAL-WILLIAMS, INC.

♦

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
and

I
Sporting Goods

CLEMSON BOOK AND
SUPPLY STORE
Servin g Cle mso n St udents and
Cle msu n Frien ds fo r ;;o J' ears

~ijl N. 1\I AIK STREET

GREENTILLE, S. C.

♦

:

............................ '........... J
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•........................................•
l

♦---_._

__.. _ _ ._ __ _ -·------------.. - - - _ .

♦

♦

l
♦

FOOTBALL, BASKETBALL. GOLF, BASEBALL
TENNIS

l

BILL DILLARD'S

I

I
I

j

iI

MORRIS & CO.

Sporting Goods
1:?i E. \\"IJIT '.\Ell, P. 0. BOX Vi3, PIJ0:-- 1,: CA -1- 1:J:?9
A'.\DEllSO'.\. SO L' TH CA llO Ll '.\A

Archery, Fishing, Swimming, Hunting,
Sportswear

1

;

•----•----....... --............ ----· ... -----·-· ........ l
•---------·-········----···-..................... .
•

•·------- •••

♦
♦
♦

II
I
•

I
♦

COVINGTON
HARDWARE COMPANY

S. C.

C. i". Cm·1x(,TON ':W
J. ,.~. Con.su·rox · ~H
J. L . Cun,...o-ro,- ·57

----------♦
!

I

\VIIOL E.SALE FOODS

Hardware and Electric Appliances
Gifts
('1.10,

·---

PEARCE-YOUNG-ANGEL
COMPANY

I
♦

·-------♦

Fn w,11 -

!

!

D1rnm

♦

♦
:

l---------------·-----·---····-·---l

F11ozEx
C Axx1w ·· s crI'icc 11r!t ole,Mlcnl'
GH1-:1s:-. v1 r.r. 1,: , S . ('.

~-··--·---·-~-·······--------.......
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After
the Game
Meet Your
Friends
in the
TIGER
TAVERN
in the
Lower
Lobby

For FRATERNITY and SORORITY
CRESTED
JEWELRY
Bracelets
Tie Clips
Pendants

~

GIFTS
Eillfolds
Cigarette Lighters
Ceramics

CONTACT

FRED L. ZINK, JR., Manager
On East Edge of Clemson, S. C., on U. S. 78, 123 and
State 28

FRED WILKINS
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l

FAVORS
Stud Boxes
Jewel Cases
Compacts

. ................................. ........... .....__ ........

_.._____ _.................

WIGINGTON
AUTO PARTS CO.

i
i

j

!

HEYWARD MAHON CO.

NAP 1 JOBBER
Automolh•c R eq11iremc11/ s
Ji'HP En gin e N eeds
Sh op S en:ice - r-Vcldin g and Paint
S upplies
S exEo , S. C. C.

" '.,1. H .\ Ll.A, ' .

♦•-~-~-•----

P11 0:s-e 3 2
P11 0:,; 1-: 2022

College Clothes of Distinction

t
,

CLEMSON HEADQUARTERS

i

!1
1

•• • ·• ........ --- .... •-• .... ............... .

♦♦- -

...................... ............. - - • -• - ~• ----·

♦••.

. . . .. . . . . . .... · · - · ·

!
t

j

I

DIXIE-HOME STORES
H' herc J'o11 Get

-

♦--♦- ♦--- -♦-♦- -

I

- -- • ♦

••• -

·•

t

7.'li c L ar.r;est and M ost Co111plete
D epart 111 c11I St ore in Oco nee Counl.!J
I0.000 So••.m

THE BEST FOR LESS
Cr.li,tSO:-:

Fm

'" F,.oo« S <•«n

GAa~:~:~~\K co.

i
f

I

1

♦------♦
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- - - -· --· ·
-

·-

· - · - ·

-·

-·

·
- ·
-

·-

· - · - ·

-·-·•

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'i

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ♦

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

MAULDIN CHEVROLET CO.

!

General Hardwa re, Fa rrning hnplernents,

SA L E S

Plum.bing Supplies, M ill Snpplies, Builde rs
Supplies,

Hardware,

Electrical

SER V I CE

Athletic Snpplies,

Stoves ancl Ranges, Household Snpplies,
Paint,

<%

Equiprnent,

PENDLETON, S.

Lighting

'

PHONE 8821

Fixtu res.
lVe solicit yow· patronage and assure

"A Model to Jf eet Every Motoring Need"

yoit of ou r appreciation of the smallest
pnrchase.

More People Buy CHEVROLETS
A DE R SO

GR EER

DELTO1

GREENV ILLE

SP ART A IBURG

Than Any Other Car

. ............................................I

....................
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r-----------···············1
BAILES-McCRACKEN CO., Inc. I

KING'S LAUNDRY, INC.

l
♦

DEPARTMENT STORE

♦
♦

♦

Quality Laundry and Dry

" Satisfaction Guaranteed"

Cleaning Work of All Kinds

I
♦

I
I

♦
♦

CLE.\LSOX PEOPLE WELCOME!
ST C' DK~" l'S , J◄'A CPLTY FOLK,
XXD l•'HIEXDS!

♦

'

lI

•
♦

♦

♦

+-+-•·--· ------··. •-........................ .___ _ _ .•
♦

•

t

TET.EPIIO\"E -Hil

♦-----•· -•----- •·· ..... -
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SE\"EC'A , S. C.

♦

♦

♦
♦

♦
♦

♦

!

I
1

'
♦

!

•• ·• ---__..· •••••••

..

..

. .............. ...............,_......_..__... . . . ...... . ... .

•

•••••••

•

•

I

•

•

I

•

•

■

•

■ I

I

■

•

I

■

•

■ I

I

■

••

THE SOUTH CAROLINA
NATIONAL BANK
S E:KECA, S.

C.

"H1 e Serve Soii,th Ccirolvna"
MEMBER
FEDERAL DE POSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
Y oiir D evos it is I11surecl to $10,000

. ..........~• -~►--►------►--►--- --- ♦

B EST R EGARDS

RAMSEUR OIL COMPANY

OFFICE - SCHOOL - CHURCH
SUPPLIES

ANDERSO.\'", S. C.

OCONEE OFFICE SUPPLY
BUSINESS l\tfACHINES

LEE'S SERVICE STATION

Sales and S ervice

CLEl\ISOX, S. C'.

P. 0. Box 682

SENECA,

PHOX E

. ____...........

•·-··-·~
···•-~►--•--....-..--- • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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-4,72

s.

C.

..

............... ...................

♦-~--~--•◄•--+•◄►• ◄►
• -• l► <O►◄O--+O◄►
O <►
O ._..l►◄O►◄O ◄►
O <►
O - •►
<Il►◄0--+0-1.

t

PIEDMONT
CANDY & CIGAR CO.

Co;1tPL1"1ENTS OF

Incorporated

BLUE RIDGE
ESSO SERVICENTER
PHO NE

24<61

P ENUT, "E'l'ON,

TVh olesale Distributors of
TOBACCOS, CANDY AND
NOTIONS

s. c.

13:3 'iV. H.IYER ST.

••••I I

1

PENDLETON OIL MILL
Jlanufacturers of

COTTOX SEED PHODlJCTS
PEKDLETO"-" FEHTIUZERS
IXSECTICIDES

Cotton Merchants
P ENDLETON,

S.

'

~ -►-►-•--◄►-('0~1 l'Ll~IEN'J'S OF

!

EX;!~~~\:~LS

I
!

EXCELSIO~\~ILL STORE
S>OX<CA

•· ...... .
[ ?o J

_r\,\TDERSON, S. C.

lk'"

C

l

THE LOY AL SONS OF CLEMSON

April, 1955

THE CLEMSON COLLEGE HYMN

Words and Music
Hugh H. McGarity

Words and Mu sic
Hugh H. McGarity

April, 1955

Oh we're the loyal sons of Clemson, the
Clemson Tigers marching to victory.
Go crash that Carolina line for a score,
will be a thrilling sight to see,
And when the Tiger roars for Clemson, for
Clemson College forward to victoryWe will fight, fight, fight to win another
game and victors we'll always be.

We pledge to Thee our College dear
Our love, our strength, our youth
For Clemson's honor we will live
In loyalty and truth .
To thee we rai se our voices strong
They echo far and near
Of thee we sing, Our Alma Mater
Hai l to our College dear.

CLEMSON , ALL HAIL

Words and Mu sic
Hugh H. McGarity

Sep ember, 1950

Clemson, all hail to thee
A college honored fair and true,We pledge our love anew
And through the years will never fail.So give a cheer to our Tiger teamThey'll take that ball right through the line,And we will win - for - our Alma Mater
A-no-ther vic-to-ry.
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MAKE THE

I

•I

CLEMSON Y. M. C. A.

!

YOUR HEADQUARTERS

EVANS SUPERMARKET

t
I

Quality Groceries and Meats

PE:\

.
!

n LE T O\'

1-11(; f-1\ L\ Y

SPi\CIO!,;S 1.0HBY
C'Ll' B RO(J.\ IS
P l (" IT Ill, S I ! CJ \\'
Gl' l•:s'I' ROO"IS FOR
F ,\:\1 I I. I ES
H 1<: AD I XG lH)O,\ IS

,\JA()AZ l :--'ES

G/\~JF; llOOJ IS
SWL\L\fl :\'G POOL

PING -PONG
BA ll HER SH OP

t

•·

Cabin
t

t

I

IS

I

I

I

I

It

I

011

,

enrcri R irnr fo r Picnics

•----------------------•·------·♦
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Dr. Wallace Fridy received an honorary degree from
Clemson College June, 1956. Congratulations to Rev. Mr.
Fridy and our thanks to Clemson for recognition of service
and the inclusion of many other distinguished men who have
been recognized for service to their fellow men. Dr. Fridy
served as President of the Clemson "Y" in 1932.
We could list many men who have served on the Y. M. C. A.
Cabinet and Councils and certainly many former presidents
of the "Y" as recipients of high honors during their student
days and particularly since graduation . These men are active
in the church, in the "Y", in civic groups, and in many walks
of life.
Some time ago a group of Clemson friends were present
at a recognition banquet given in honor of L . Gen. Floyd
Parks who in his student days served as a member of the "Y"
Cabinet. Also a statement was made by Dr. Robert Webb
who was the winner of the Norris Medal his senior year at
Clemson.
Literally hundreds, if not thousands, of men could be named
who have received some training through he Clemson College
Y. M. C. A. during their student days. We mention Dr. Fridy,
Lt. Gen. Parks, and Dr. Webb as men who, in a way, are
typical of a great throng of civic, social, and religious leaders
who have received training at Clemson.

It would be difficult indeed to express our thanks to President Poole, to faculty folk, college employees, the President
of the "Y" and the other student officers in the Cabinet and
in the various "Y" Councils but we certainly feel grateful to
these friends and to the leaders of the Evening Watch and
Forum groups, to the students who have taken part on deputation programs, and to many other friends from other colleges. We wish to express sincere thanks to all and wish you
life's richest blessings.
To the members of the Board of Trustees and to many,
many graduates and former students, we add our heartfelt
thanks. Without the aid, suppor, and encouragement of you
friends, he work of the Clemson College Y. M. C. A. as it has
been carried on through the college could never have been
realized.
We now "take off our hats" to the past and "roll up our
sleeves" for the future with high hopes of achieving much
for Clemson.
We express our thanks to seniors who have left us an-:!
ex end a cordial welcome to the freshmen and new students

who are 1oining us in he tasks, the fun, the fellowship, and
the great spiritual growth that lies ahead.
On behalf of the Clemson College Y. M. C. A. Advisory
Board, Cabinet, Councils, and S aff,
Signed,
P. B. HOLTZENDORFF, JR.,
General Secretary.

THE Y. M. C. A.

